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Abstract

Technological advancements progress materials to the atomic level, and single ion

magnets (SIMs) provide several routes of prospective applications within the field

of molecular magnetism. SIMs achieve a bi-stability of magnetism due to single-ion

magnetic anisotropy that is devoid of long-range magnetic ordering. Li2(Li1−xFex)N

achieves remarkable SIMproperties that compare favourably with respect to the highest-

performing TM- and Ln-SIM systems. The most popular method for preparing SIMs

targets coordination chemistry approaches involving bulky organic and inorganic lig-

and environments encompassing a paramagnetic metal centre to maximise single-ion

magnetic anisotropy. However, doping of transition metal ions within a diamagnetic

extended solid-state host lattice, such as Li2(Li1−xFex)N, exists as a growing and

prospective avenue of scientific pursuit achieving exceptional single ion properties,

in spite of the challenges associated with the study of dopant ions.

The application of core-level spectroscopic techniques facilitates an element- spe-

cific, high brilliance probe to deduce a plethora of properties beyond laboratory-based

methods. This thesis applies an array of inaugural spectroscopic techniques with

computational interpretation for a series of monovalent, high symmetry TM systems,

Li2(Li1−xTMx)N where TM = Mn, Fe, Co, Ni and Cu. Upon commencing this the-

sis, conclusive experimental quantification of orbital hybridisation of linear TM ions

was contingent on theoretical measures. However, upon conclusion, the isolation and

quantification of substantial 3d-4s orbital hybridisation and metal-to-ligand charge-
transfer is unravelled through experimental measurements and corroborated through

multiplet and ab initio calculations. The measurements and analysis methods devel-

oped have a direct view of application to analogue complexes to further support our

understanding of high-performing SIMs and continued synthetic achievements within

this ever-growing field.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Single Ion Magnetism

Magnetic materials have been at the forefront of scientific importance since the

dawn of the Information Age, with wide-ranging applications. The doubling of tran-

sistor density on integrated circuits every two years, in accordance with Moore’s

Law [1] has fundamentally advanced to the atomic level. Approaching this limit re-

quires discrete magnetic units devoid of long-range magnetic ordering. The discovery

of [MnIII8 MnIV4 O12(CH3COO)16(H2O)4] [2], (Mn12) introduced the field of “Single

Molecule Magnetism” and with it a potential solution in the miniaturisation of binary

magnetic storage.

Mn12 was first crystallographically characterised in 1991 [3] comprising of a ring

of eight Mn3+ (S = 2) enclosing four Mn4+ (S = 3/2) ions, Figure 1.1. Magnetisation

measurements revealed pronounced magnetic anisotropy resulting from a total spin

ground state of S = 10 [3, 4]. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) measurements
confirmed the presence of a large zero-field splitting (ZFS),D=−0.5 cm−1 [3] lifting

the 2S+1 degeneracy of the ground-stateMS manifolds as described by the equation

Figure 1.1. (left) Molecular structure of [MnIII8 MnIV4 O12(CH3COO)16(H2O)4][2];
MnIII, ; MnIV, ; C, ; O, and Hydrogen omitted for clarity. (right) Schematic of a double well

potential barrier of SMMs with representative through-, and over-barrier relaxation processes.
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[5]:

Ĥ = D
(
Ŝ2

z − 1
3S (S + 1)

)
+ E

(
Ŝ2

x − Ŝ2
y

)
(1.1)

whereD = 3
2Dzz, andE = 1

2 (Dxx −Dyy) represent the axial and transverse zero-
field splitting parameters respectively corresponding to the traceless and symmetric

D-tensor defined in a ZFS Hamiltonian description as, ĤZF S = Ŝ> ·D · Ŝ.

The sign of the axial ZFS parameter dictates whether the magnetic anisotropy is

easy-planar (D > 0) with MS = 0 at lowest energy, or easy-axis (D ≤ 0) corre-
sponding to MS = ±S as the lowest energy levels, Figure 1.1 [6]. The latter is a

requirement of SMMs to achieve a preferential thermal population of the lowest-lying

MS = ±S states.

The size of the energy barrier as defined for integer spin (Ueff = |D |S2
z ),

and non-integer spins (Ueff = |D | (S2
z − 1/4)) drove initial synthetic efforts

towards maximising S for strongly spin-correlated clusters in increasing magnetic

anisotropy [6]. This included a multitude of Mn and Fe derivatives [7] . Integral

to the synthesis was the role of bridging ligands which promote strong exchange

coupling between spins. This research led to large spin ground-states, including an

S = 83/9 derivative of the cage Manganese compound, [MnIII12MnII7 (µ4-O)8(µ3,η1-

N3)8(HL)12(MeCN)6]Cl2·10MeOH·MeCN [8]. The Ueff of these complexes was

substantially less than anticipated due to theoretical demonstration and subsequent ex-

perimental evidence in the proportionality of D to 1/S2 [9, 10]. Consequently, this

approach of maximising S with increasingly elaborate polynuclear complexes with

strong spin exchange-coupled ground-states was deemed unsuitable and led to greater

efforts maximising anisotropicD values at the atomic level of mononuclear complexes

[11]. This also brought a nomenclature change from single molecule magnets, SMM,

to the more commonly utilised single-ion magnets, SIM, primarily referred to com-

plexes that exhibit magnetic properties originating from single-ion anisotropy.

The magnetic relaxation rate of a SIM is defined as:

1
τ

= 1
τ0
e

−Ueff
T + AHmT + CT n + 1

τQT M

(1.2)

where the four terms are associated with Orbach, Direct, Raman and quantum

tunnelling of magnetisation (QTM) relaxation processes [12, 13], Figure 1.1. The

suppression of these relaxation mechanisms is crucial in reaching operational temper-
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atures of magnetic retention feasible for prospective applications within high-density

data storage [14, 15]. Orbach relaxation represents vibrational excitations of discrete

steps over the potential barrier, Ueff , Figure 1.1. This thermally mediated process is

dictated by an Arrhenius law and is typically characterised through AC-susceptibility

measurements [5]. Slow magnetic relaxation requires an energy reversal barrier of the

magnetic moment to be greater than thermal fluctuations. However, through-barrier

relaxations are often observed at lower temperatures (Direct, Raman andQTM), which

lead to increased relaxation rates and suppressedmagnetic anisotropy barriers [16, 17].

These processes are significant at low temperatures, limiting the highest temperature

where magnetic hysteresis can be observed. Through barrier relaxations occur due

to the SIMs magnetic moment coupling with the lattice-environment via a one-step

phonon emission (Direct) or two-step virtual phonon process (Raman) [18]. QTM is

a resonant process through which the quantum mechanical overlap of ground- and/or

excited-state wavefunctions results in through-barrier tunnelling and suppression of

magnetisation. QTM can be enhanced with zero-field distortions, E (lowering of

the ligand field symmetry), stray dipolar fields, and hyperfine couplings [14, 19–21].

These contributions are minimised through magnetic dilution [22, 23] and isotope en-

richment [24, 25], while the utilisation of high symmetry environments significantly

suppresses QTM. Ligand field optimisation is paramount in reducing magnetic relax-

ation rates, and there exists no shortage of reviews for 3d [26–29], and 4f [30–34]
complexes in the optimisation of these parameters.

The chemical design of SIMs drove to increase Ueff . However, increasing oper-

ational temperatures was constrained by the prevalence of through barrier relaxation

processes, thus limiting comparative insights between complexes. Conversely, the

characterisation of a magnetic blocking temperature, TB, below which the magnetisa-

tion of a SIM persists upon removal of applied fields, has been deemed more appro-

priate. Several competing definitions of TB exist within the literature [31]; i) temper-

ature bifurcation of zero-field and field cooled measurements (temperature sweep-rate

dependent) ii) highest temperature of a hysteresis loop within magnetisation measure-

ments (field sweep-rate dependent), and iii) temperature of measurable magnetic re-

laxation greater than 100 seconds. As the inaugural molecular magnet, Mn12 exhibited

magnetic hysteresis below 2.1K with relaxation times on the order of months [2, 3],

which grows to the order of 50 years as the temperature is reduced to 1.5K[35]. This

result provided the template and inspiration for future systems to exceed.

Typically, first-row transition metal ions experience quenching of the orbital mag-

netic moment due to energetically favourable Jahn-Teller distortions [36, 37]. The
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presence of ZFS within these systems is thus a manifestation of ground and excited

electronic state mixing, resulting in a weak second-order perturbation upon the ground

state of parabolic energy dependence [6]. Comparatively, targeting lanthanides that

exhibit spin-orbit coupling effects of valence 4f orbitals has resulted in remarkable

single-molecule properties. Mononuclear lanthanide SMMs were first demonstrated

to exhibit a slow relaxation of magnetism through the [LnPc2]−·TBA+ (Ln = Tb,

Dy; Pc = dianion of phthalocyanine; TBA+= N(C4H9)+4 ) [38] double-decker com-

plexes. Screening of 4f electrons by 5d and 6s orbitals largely conserve orbital angular
momentum leading to spin-orbit coupling described by the Russell-Saunders scheme

defining the total angular momentum, J of integer steps from |L − S| to |L + S|.
Projection of the J multiplets are perturbed (2J + 1) by the crystal field, and with an
appropriate selection of coordination environments, anisotropic barriers can exceed

1000 cm-1. For instance, in 2017, a Dy(III)-SMM achieved a breakthrough energy

barrier of Ueff = 1,223 cm−1 (151.63meV) [39], which was very shortly surpassed

by a derivative complex achieving a Ueff = 1,277 cm−1 (158.33meV) [40] . Strate-

gies in increasing magnetic anisotropy rely on the coordination environment and com-

prehension of the crystal field symmetries. While these Dy SIM results far exceed any

previously observed energy reversal barriers of transition metal ion SIMs, this thesis

will focus on how by exploiting the symmetry of transition metal ions can exhibit first-

order spin-orbit coupling comparable to lanthanide counterparts.

1.1.1 Linear Transition Metal Complexes

The electronic structure of open-shell transition metal ions can be described using

semi-empirical models of ligand field theory (LFT) [41, 42] as an interpretational

technique to comprehend experimental results [43]. Application of LFT has been ex-

tensively tested with the insurmountable success of spectroscopic results ranging from

the laboratory with UV-VIS to large-scale facilities and X-ray spectroscopic tech-

niques [44]. With the development and advancements of quantum chemistry methods,

the application of LFTmodels has extended to density functional theory and post-self-

consistent field ab initiomethods, where discrepancies between crystal field theory are

apparent; including linear metal dihalides, MX2 (M = Ca through to Zn; X = F, Cl)

[45].

Crystal field theory predicts the raising and labelling of d-orbital degeneracies

through the electrostatic potential of the surrounding atoms, Figure 1.2. Ligand field

theory builds upon this purely electrostatic model to introduce molecular orbital prin-

ciples to describe metal-ligand bonding contributions appropriately. Orbital degen-
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Figure 1.2. Energy level diagram utilising a point charge approximation representing transition metal
d orbital degeneracy of several ligand field environments. (a) Free ion (b) Octahedral, Oh (c, d)

Octahedral Jahn-Teller distorted compression and elongation, D4h. (e) Linear, D∞h (f) Linear with
3dz2 -4s hybridisation, stabilising 3dz2 orbital facilitating first order spin-orbit coupled d7 ground

state, (g).

eracy of a linear coordination, D∞h corresponds to a lowest energy E2g doublet,

(3dxy, 3dx2−y2) followed by an intermediate energy E1g doublet (3dxz, 3dyz) and an

A1g singlet (3dz2) of highest energy [46]; representing a bonding order of δ < π < σ.

Deviation of this ordering was first addressed through ab initio calculations of MX2

complexes with orderings of δ < σ < π or even σ < δ < π [45]. These energetic

orderings of the 3d orbitals are predicted as a result of strong metal-ion 3dz2-4s orbital
hybridisation through quantum chemistry calculations, reducing the destabilisation of

3dσ anti-bonding orbital and lowering the energy of the 3dz2 orbital [45, 47, 48]. This

counter-intuitive ordering represents some limitations within ligand field theory where

modern theories such as cellular ligand field theory [49, 50] or atomic overlap models

[51] more appropriately, and correctly account for strong orbital interactions [52, 53].

The unusual ordering of electronic ground-states has wide-ranging implications

within molecular magnetism; a prominent example of this are the linear Fe(II) ana-

logues synthesised by Zadrozny et al. [54]. These complexes exhibited spin-reversal

barriers in excess of 100 cm−1 each with a S = 2 quintet ground-state but exhibit large
quantum tunnelling ofmagnetisation. Kramers theorem [55] predicts half-integer spin

systems to remain doubly degenerate in the absence of magnetic fields, thus targeting

the synthesis of the first monovalent linear transition metal complex to exhibit slow

magnetic relaxation, [Fe(C(SiMe3)3)2]−, Figure 1.3 [56]. Deviation of linearity in-

troduces symmetry permitting QTM; however, the success of this complex drove the

targeted synthesis of analogue complexes.

[Fe(C(SiMe3)3)2]− exhibits a degenerate 4E ground-state with first-order spin-orbit
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Figure 1.3. (a) Molecular structure of [Fe(C(SiMe3)3)2]− (b) 3d orbital energies determined from
ab initio calculations. (c) Magnetisation measurements displaying waist-restricted hysteresis loops for

temperatures below 6.5K [56].

coupling leading to the splitting of four Kramers doublets, in order of increasing en-

ergy, represented by the quantum numberMJ =±7/2,±5/2,±3/2 and±1/2 (where
J is the total angular momentum). Experimental evidence of the TB was demon-

strated with a discontinuous decrease of χmT below 4.5K with and without applied

d.c. fields; and the presence of magnetic hysteresis below 6.5 K, performed with an

average sweep rate of 50Oes−1, Figure 1.3c [56]. Despite targeting the synthesis

of Kramers ions, the presence of quantum tunnelling is still pronounced as a waist-

restriction of the hysteresis loops within variable-field magnetisation measurements

of [Fe(C(SiMe3)3)2]−, Figure 1.3c. Explanation of this is highlighted through the

deviation in the linearity of the C-Fe-C bond angle of 179.2(2)◦ leading to the pos-

sibility of Renner-Teller vibronic coupling [37, 57] facilitating mixing of the ground

MJ = ±7/2 states. Despite this, the determination of an Ueff = 226 cm−1 as cal-

culated through Orbach relaxation via the first excited doublet, MJ = ±5/2 greatly
exceeded any previous mono (181 cm−1) [54] or poly (67 cm−1) [58] -transition metal

systems. This discovery led to further efforts in enhancing magnetic anisotropy for

linear transition metal complexes, including [Co(C(SiMe3)3)2] [10] as a prospec-

tive Co(II) analogue with an inherently larger spin-orbit coupling constants, 553 vs

361 cm−1 [10, 59] and thus expected superior SIM properties.

The approach in reaching the single ion magnetic anisotropy limit for 3d ions
requires targeted and meticulous control of ligand field environments to achieve a

maximal orbital angular momentum of L = 3. To achieve this ground-state or-

bital degeneracy requires an odd electron count in both the dx2−y2 , dxy (ml = ±2)
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and dxz, dyz (ml = ±1) orbitals. Naturally, this would require violating the Auf-
bau principle, which predicts electron filling in order of energy levels. The com-

peting effects of ligand field stabilisation and interelectronic repulsions are often ne-

glected with transition metal electronic structure considerations. Within a regime

where these effects are comparable preferential ordering of (dx2−y2 , dxy)3(dxz, dyz)3

over (dx2−y2 , dxy)4(dxz, dyz)2 minimises electron-pairing considerations, while max-

imising orbital angular momentum as dictated by Hund’s rule [10, 60]. ab initio cal-

culations of [Co(C(SiMe3)3)2] predicts a sufficiently weak ligand field reordering the

orbital occupancy to (dx2−y2 , dxy)3(dxz, dyz)3(dz2)1 corresponding to the desired or-

bital angular momentum of L = 3. Synthetic challenges delayed the inevitable break-
through of a Co(II) molecule with non-Aufbau ordering with record anisotropic barri-

ers. Bunting et al. [60] synthesised Co(CoSiMe2OR)3 (Figure 1.4) and experimentally

verified a well-isolated MJ = 9/2 ground-state separated by an excited 7/2 state at
450 cm−1 exhibiting the largest barrier to spin-relaxation to date of a TM-SIM.

Figure 1.4. (a) Molecular structure of Co(CoSiMe2OR)3 (b) 3d orbital energies determined from ab
initio calculations. (c) Variable-field magnetisation measurements display waist-restricted hysteresis
loops. Sweep rate of 32 Oe/s and temperature of 1.8K for Co(CoSiMe2OR)3, ; and a magnetically

dilute analogue, Co0.02Zn0.98(CoSiMe2OR)3, [60].

1.1.2 Li2(Li1−xFex)N

Lithium nitride, Li3N, first synthesised in 1935 [61] exhibits a unique hexagonal sym-

metry and has proved an exemplary compound to study fascinating magnetic proper-

ties as a dopant host matrix lattice. Formally characterised with a space group sym-

metry of P6/mmm through X-ray diffraction techniques [62], Li3N crystallises as a

hexagonal lattice of Li2N alternating with lithium planes bonding solely to the central

nitrogen atom within the unit cell parallel to the crystallographic c axis, Figure 1.5.
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Initial interest in the compound was sparked as a promising solid electrolyte within

battery research owing to its considerably high ionic conductivity [63–66]. Further sci-

entific contributions extend but are not limited to atmospheric CO2 conversion [67],

preparative organic and organometallic chemistry [68], and hydrogen storage [69].

This introduction will focus on the exceptional magnetic properties Li3N facilitates as

a host lattice and the impact within single-ion magnetism that can be contributed.

The first reported synthesis of ternary compounds doped in the crystalline form

of Li3N began in 1949 with Co, Ni and Cu from X-ray powder investigations [70].

Subsequent re-investigations [71] of polycrystalline samples would propose a transi-

tion metal series, TM = Mn, Fe, Co and Ni [72, 73], exhibiting a 1+ valence through

K-edge fingerprinting of XANES edge shifts (Detailed introduction of X-ray spec-

troscopy provided in Section 1.2 below). The intense pre-edge present in the Fe K-

edge XANES measurements are reassigned within the first publication of this thesis.

The observation of a µeff/Fe exceeding the expected spin-only value for an Fe(I) ion

from powder SQUID magnetometry measurements of concentrated Li2(Li1−xFex)N

(x = 0.21) indicated the presence of unquenched orbital momentum [74]. This result

was theorised within a theoretical framework utilising the local density approximation

(LDA + U ) to an electronic ordering indicative of that to linear dihalides (as described

above, Section 1.1.1), dz2 < dx2−y2 , dxy < dxz, dyz. Within this relativistic scheme,

the sensitivity of electronic ordering is not correlated to Hubbard U or magnetic ex-

change, J (provided they are within reasonable limits); rather, the results predict huge

hyperfine magnetic fields and large magnetic moments resulting from strong orbital

contributions [75, 76].

Experimental evidence of pronounced magnetocrystalline anisotropy was previ-

ously unsuccessful due to synthetic limitations [77] of single crystals until Jesche and

Canfield [78]. developed single crystal growth techniques utilising Li-rich flux meth-

ods achieving large (mm2) single crystal synthesis of Li2(Li1−xTMx)N, Figure 1.5

[78]. Metallic doping of Li3N substitutes a Li-ion site at the Wyckoff 1b position cor-

responding to a local two-coordination, D∞h symmetry. Doping of transition metal

ions (TM = Mn, Fe, Co [79], Ni [80] and Cu [80], (Figure 1.6) is achievable for

a broad range of concentrations and is verified by inductively coupled plasma mass

spectrometry [78].

Figure 1.7 shows variable-field magnetisation measurements of Li2(Li1−xFex)N

[82] which have become synonymous in the experimental identification of SIM prop-

erties. Magnetic hysteresis persists up to 16K and coercive fields of 3.4 T below 10K

constitute the largest temperature hysteresis reported for a TM-SIM. Furthermore,
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Figure 1.5. Structure of Li2(Li1−xFex)N ; Illustration representative of a metallic dopant site within
an extended solid-state matrix. Fe, ; N, ; Li, . (Inlay) Li3N single crystal upon a millimetre

background [81].

Figure 1.6. Structure of Li2(Li1−xTMx)N ; TM substitution within α-Li3N matrix at the 1b
Wyckoff position.

discrete steps as H approaches zero-field and near-temperature independence below

∼10K indicates a magnetic relaxation regime dominated through QTM, indicative

of SIMs. Pronounced magnetic anisotropy is observed with the preferential direction

of magnetisation H ‖ c supporting easy-axis anisotropy. Experimental quantifica-

tion of µ‖c
sat = 4.8(4)µB and µ‖c

eff = 6.5(4)µB was determined through variable-field

magnetisation (2K) and temperature-dependent inverse magnetisation (200 - 300K)

measurements respectively [82]. These values are in good but contrasting agreements

with magnetic moment calculations of a transition metal ion:

µeff =
√

4S (S + 1) + L (L+ 1)µB (1.3)
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Figure 1.7. (a) Variable-field magnetisation measurements with pronounced single crystal magnetic
anisotropy of Li2(Li1−xFex)N representing easy-plane magnetisation with greater M saturation ‖ c.
(b) Temperature dependent variable-field magnetisation measurements of Li2(Li1−xFex)N , H ‖ c.

Distinct steps within magnetisation loops indicative of QTM upon approaching H = 0 [83].

µeff = gJ

√
J (J + 1)µB (1.4)

where µB is defined as the Bohr magneton and gJ the Lande-g factor through the

equation:

gJ = 3
2 + S (S + 1) − L (L+ 1)

2J (J + 1) (1.5)

Equation 1.3 represents the magnitude of a magnetic moment of a free ion with

quantum numbers L and S while Equation 1.4 is derived with the inclusion of spin-

orbit coupling representative with a total angular momentum, J . Equation 1.3 is in

good agreement of a free ion with ground-state quantum numbers L = 2 and S =
3/2 resulting in µeff = 4.58µB and is comparable to previous LDA + U calculations

[75]. Whereas Equation 1.4 requires a Hund’s rule couple schememaximising angular

momentum, L = 3 and S = 3/2, µeff = 6.6µB for a fully spin-orbit coupled d7

system. These contrasting results highlight the limitations in utilising rudimentary

magnetic moment calculations.

AC-susceptibility measurements identify Orbach relaxation with an energy barrier

to spin-reversal to be ∆E/kB = 476(21) (T > 10K) [83] and 1123K (T > 25K)

[81] for single crystal dopants of x ∼ 0.001 and ∼ 0.3 respectively. These results
are comparable to other mononuclear Fe(I) SMMs, but lower than many Dy(III) com-

plexes [84]. Contrastingly, a comparison of relaxation times within a QTM regime

reveals Li2(Li1−xFex)N is comparable to the highest performing Dy(III) complexes

with τ being of the order of ∼104 s. Quantification of magnetic relaxation processes
for Li2(Li1−xFex)N extends ten orders of magnitude with the sum of Orbach, Raman
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Figure 1.8. (a) Nominal zero (blue) and applied (red) longitudinal field comparison of magnetic
relaxation, τ of Li2(Li1−xFex)N (x = 0.001). Fits representative of relaxation dependencies,

including Orbach, Raman and QTM. (b) Isothermal magnetisation measurements within applied
transverse fields, µ0Hx, (Inlay) highlighting QTM region of interest as H approaches 0 [83].

and QTM, Figure 1.8a [83]. Further spin-reversal dependencies were observed with

applications of transverse and longitudinal fields. QTM resonances were identified to

collapse upon application of a 3mT longitudinal field extending magnetic relaxation

by an order of 104 s, Figure 1.8a. This extreme magnetic field sensitivity illustrates a

narrow energy splitting, 1.7µeV, of the ground-stateMJ = ±7/2 doublets and lifting
of ground-state degeneracy through a Zeeman splitting. The application of transverse

fields collapses the magnetic coercivity by increasing tunnelling rates, Figure 1.8b.

This is emblematic of transverse anisotropy effects resulting from non-linear envi-

ronments or indicative of stray dipolar or hyperfine coupling fields, highlighting the

imperativeness in minimising these processes to circumvent QTM.

Scientific Motivation

Through meticulous control of ligand field environments, TM ions can be prepared

with unique low valences and non-Aufbau orderings, resulting in large magnetic

anisotropies [56, 60, 85]. Doping of transition metal ions within an extended solid-

state crystal provides an alternative approach to explore single-ion magnetism relative

to conventional coordination chemistry techniques. Li2(Li1−xFex)N exhibits excep-

tional magnetic properties with prospective applications within magnetic data storage

[86], quantum computation [87] and magnetic field sensing [88]. Several theoretical

approaches predict magnetic anisotropy resulting from unquenched orbital momen-

tum and 3d-4s orbital hybridisation. However, concrete experimental evidence has
been limited [89, 90]. Quantification of orbital hybridisation of Li2(Li1−xFex)N and

comparable TM-SIM complexes is also currently limited to theoretical approaches.

To advance the understanding of linearly coordinated TM ions, experimental quantifi-

cation of electronic structure is thus proposed for Li2(Li1−xTMx)N where TM = Mn,
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Fe, Co, Ni and Cu.

The extended solid-state system Li2(Li1−xFex)N represents the convergence of

several captivating branches of research pursuits within molecular magnetism into a

single system. Theoretical determination of an unquenched orbital momentum drives

the description of spin-orbit coupling into the Russel Saunders LS coupling scheme,

a highly favourable direction as demonstrated by high-performance Ln-SIMs. There-

fore, targeting these materials provides the prospect of rare-earth-based alternatives to

permanent magnets and SIMs. The insulating Li3N crystal is proposed to establish a

truly isolated atomic system for TMdopants, with average TM-TMdistances of∼36Å
when x = 0.001 [83]. This low doping concentration is thus proposed as single-ion

in nature, facilitating the unravelling of magnetic properties without ambiguities from

stray dipolar coupling. This study of Li2(Li1−xFex)N, extending to Li2(Li1−xTMx)N

derivatives, aims to provide a comprehensive understanding of linear transition metal

complexes in the continued pursuit of targeting larger spin-reversal energy barriers

and minimising relaxation processes for SIMs.

Upon approaching elevated blocking temperatures of SIMs, the general scientific

motivation within the international research community is directed towards the de-

position of such coordinated complexes upon surfaces [86, 91, 92]. Alternatively,

high symmetry host lattices [93], such as Li3N, are readily being explored as alter-

native approaches to coordination chemistry techniques manifesting from the direct

control of local symmetries and lattice phonon dispersions available. However, the

nature of dopant systems limits the application of frequently utilised laboratory tech-

niques in their characterisations. Comprehensive experimental quantification of tran-

sition metal valence is still debated within the literature, TM(I) vs TM(II) [79, 94–97]

with further uncertainty on the effect of Li-ion vacancy formation within Li3N [98–

100]. Therefore, the application of element selective spectroscopic techniques through

synchrotron sources are proposed to characterise Li2(Li1−xTMx)N comprehensively.

X-ray spectroscopy is introduced below to pursue experimental quantification of the

previously undetermined geometric and electronic structure of Li2(Li1−xFex)N and

TM-dopant equivalents to interpret the observed exceptional magnetic properties com-

prehensively.
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1.2 X-ray Spectroscopy: An Overview

The arrival of 4th generation synchrotron facilities promises to have significant

implications in many scientific disciplines [101]. Light-matter interactions can be

broadly characterised into absorption, elastic scattering and inelastic scattering events,

each of which are harnessed at synchrotron facilities around the globe to answer a

plethora of scientific questions. X-ray energies are loosely characterised into soft (0.1

- 2 keV), hard (>4 keV) and tender, the murky middle that branches the two. De-

pending on the question at hand, the use and application of X-rays are harnessed in

different ways. Within this thesis, a broad range of techniques are utilised to deter-

mine the electronic and magnetic properties of Li2(Li1−xTMx)N, along with further

recommended literature [102–104], these concepts will be introduced below.

Figure 1.9. Illustration of several X-ray spectroscopic techniques with their associated transitions. (a)
L2,3-edge absorption probes unoccupied 3d orbitals. Spin-orbit coupling within the 2p5 core-hole

splits the absorption into the 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 edges. (b) K-edge pre-edge, edge and EXAFS
correspond to 1s absorptions into unoccupied 3d, 4p and continuum, respectively. (c) Following the
ejection of a 1s electron, Kβ XES involves the decay of Fe 3p and occupied valence electrons into

the 1s core-hole [90].

1.2.1 X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy

X-ray absorption is a core-level technique that describes the excitation of an electron

from an incoming photon to unoccupied states above the Fermi energy level. The

strength of absorption interaction is dictated by the absorption cross-section of the

incident element, which exhibits discontinuous logarithmic reduction as a function of

energy, as described by the Beer-Lambert Law, corresponding to absorption edges.
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Transition Metal K-edge XAS

K-edge, X-ray absorption spectroscopy, involves the excitation of a 1s electron into
unoccupied states, Figure 1.9b [105–107]. The spectrum is categorised into pre-edge,

main-edge and post-edge regions, each sensitive to various chemical and physical prop-

erties. The pre-edge region is a quadrupole allowed, 1s → 3d transition frequently
used to identify valence, and spin ground-states of TM ions due to significant vari-

ation of crystal field multiplet effects resulting in a characteristic fingerprint [108].

X-ray Absorption Near-Edge Structure, XANES refers to the main-absorption edge

region of the spectrum, which describes the dipole allowed, 1s → 4p transitions.
The XANES is a projection of the partial unoccupied density of states, with sensi-

tivity to ligand field splitting of the p-orbitals. Finally, Extended X-ray Absorption

Fine Structure, EXAFS corresponds to the post-edge, which describes the ejection

of a 1s electron into the continuum states. Modulation of photoelectronic scattering

off neighbouring atoms experiences interference effects upon trajectory back to the

absorbing atom. Radial distances extending to the first coordination sphere can be

readily inferred through Fourier transformation into k-space [109–111].

The energy resolution of K-edge absorption is limited by the excited state life-

time broadening as described by the energy uncertainty of the 1s core-hole, described
through the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. This results in significant Lorentzian

broadening of the spectra and smearing of spectral features. Spectral resolution en-

hancement can be achieved by measuring both the incident and scattered radiation

with high-resolution emission spectrometers; this technique is known as high energy

resolution fluorescence detection, HERFDs [112]. Additionally, one can minimise

these effects by selecting alternative absorption edges. Such as the L2,3-edge, with

a core-hole lifetime limited by the 2p orbital, which is considerably longer and con-
versely results in sharper resolved features.

L2,3-edge XAS

L2,3-edge X-ray absorption involves the excitation of a 2p electron into unoccupied
d states, Figure 1.9a [107]. The 3d valence electrons of transition metal complexes
determine the chemical and physical properties. Through direct access to these states

with L2,3-edge, XAS bonding contributions and electronic structure can be readily

studied. An identifying feature of L2,3-edge spectra are the L2 and L3-edges which

are a result of spin-orbit coupling of the 2p5 final state (J = L ± S) into 2p1/2 and

2p3/2 respectively. The fine structure observed within these edges are the product of
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multiplet structure of partially filled dn and 2p5-orbitals, which can be derived for the

system through ab initio calculations [113, 114].

1.2.2 X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichrosim

Dichroism derives from the Greek word ”dikhroos” which describes a material ex-

hibiting colour orientation dependence upon the stimulation of light. This can be

visualised spectroscopically through the incidence and difference of right and left-

circularly polarised light, X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) or X-ray mag-

netic linear dichroism (XMLD), which describes orthogonal orientation incidence of

linearly-polarised light relative to a quantised axis [115]. The former is utilised within

the analysis of this thesis and will be introduced below.

Figure 1.10. Illustration of the orbital transitions associated to L2,3-edge X-ray Magnetic Circular
Dichroism (XMCD). Spin-polarised photo-excitation of 2p orbitals into unoccupied 3d density of

states. Absorption of left (right) circularly polarised light corresponds to excitation of spin up (down)
photoelectron. (a) Isotropic absorption spectrum, (σl + σr) equivalent to L2,3-edge XAS, Figure
1.9a. (b). X-ray absorption spectra of left and right circular polarisation aligned perpendicular to
magnetisation vector. (c) XMCD spectra (σr − σl) representative of the asymmetry between spin

density of states.

XMCD relies on the presence of spin polarisation-dependent selection rules to ex-

ploit differences in spin density of state populations of the frontier orbitals. The detec-

tion of X-ray absorption spectra is typically undertaken within the application of an

external magnetic field. Field directionality is reversed or circular polarisation helicity

is flipped (Figure 1.10b) to achieve an XMCD signal, Fig. 1.10c. This is based upon

the principle of the selection rule,∆m = ±1wherem is the magnetic orbital quantum

number and left (σl) and right (σr)-circular polarisation promotes ∆m = +1 and −1
respectively. Interpretation of XMCD results draws from the ratio of the L3/L2-edge

XMCD intensities, which is attributed to the presence of spin-orbit coupling; and sum

rule analysis (with some limitations [116–118]), to interpret the expectation values of
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〈Sz〉 and 〈Lz〉 of the ground state manifolds [119, 120]. Comprehensive interpretation
applies charge-transfer ligand field multiplet theory and semi-empirical parameters to

deduce exchange fields and ligand field contributions of magnetic materials to add an

extra depth of knowledge to experimental results.

1.2.3 Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering

The advent of high-brilliance sources and continual engineering advancements in

monochromator and spectrometer resolutions facilitates high-resolution unravelling of

numerous electronic and magnetic phenomena; where previously, this was limited to

solely inelastic neutron scattering (INS) experiments [121]. Resonant inelastic X-ray

scattering (RIXS) is a photon-in, photon-out technique built upon the foundations of

resonant Raman spectroscopy [122]. By measuring both incident and emission pho-

ton energies, the spectral resolution of discrete excitations can exceed 35meV [123].

This resolution far exceeds conventional core-hole spectroscopy techniques as a result

of being intrinsically limited by the final-state lifetime as opposed to the core-hole

lifetime.

Figure 1.11. Illustration of the 2-step photon processes associated with Resonant Inelastic X-ray
Scattering (RIXS) alongside schematic of geometry for the measurement for single crystal RIXS.
Incident energy (EI) corresponds to excitations of 2p electrons into unoccupied 3d valence orbitals.
Emission energy (EF) represents relaxation of excited states into the empty core-hole. Energy transfer

(ET = EI - EF) constitutes the energy difference between incident and emission intrinsic to the
excitations under investigation.

Beyond the engineering accomplishments that high-resolution RIXS beamlines

achieve, there are several additional dimensions of freedom in which to explore

[124–127]. Vibronic (phonons), electronic (d-d and charge-transfer) and magnetic

(magnons) fluctuations each can exhibit significant polarisation and momentum trans-

fer dependencies of the incident and scattering photons which directly reflect the na-

ture of the propagation [128, 129]. Identifying these characteristics requires an addi-
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tional dimension of complexity to the analysis; however, the feasibility of unravelling

electronic and magnetic features which are inaccessible with XAS enhances the fun-

damental understanding of the system. Equally sophisticated and flexible theoretical

approaches are required to characterise the rich excitations observed by RIXS exper-

imental measurements; this is introduced in the following section by employing the

semi-empirical charge-transfer ligand field multiplet theory.

1.2.4 Experimental Considerations

The majority of the experimental data collected within this thesis was undertaken at

the I21 [123], I20-scanning [130] and I10 beamlines at Diamond Light Source, with

contributing measurements from the BL9-3 beamline at SSRL.

Detection

Direct quantification of X-ray absorption is achieved with transmission detection har-

nessing the Beer-Lambert Law, I = I0e
−µ(E)d where intensity before, I0 and after I

light-matter interaction corresponds to the absorption coefficient, µ(E) of the mate-
rial. However, this technique is challenging to achieve since it requires strict sample

homogeneity for the hard X-ray regime; or∼ sub µm-level sample thickness at the soft

X-ray regime, which naturally presents experimental and synthetic challenges [44].

Therefore, detection of soft X-ray absorption is routinely achieved through secondary

processes. Relaxation of excited state atomic absorptions can occur via X-ray fluo-

rescence or Auger electron emission [44]. Both can infer absorption cross-sections

within certain experimental conditions and approximations. Electron yield (EY) is

influenced by external magnetic and electric fields with a penetrating depth of approx-

imately ∼ 2 nm. Conversely, the measurement of fluorescence yield (FY) provides
greater escape depths of the radiative photons; however, the resultant spectra can suffer

from considerable state-dependent decay channels [131, 132], self-absorption [133]

and saturation effects, significantly distorting the spectra of concentrated materials.

1.2.5 Multiplet Theory

The application of atomic multiplet theory and the continued implementation into

the domain of charge-transfer ligand field theory has provided overwhelming success

in the interpretation of core-level spectroscopy. This introduction will focus on in-

terpreting L2,3-edge XAS, XMCD [134, 135] and RIXS [136–138] calculations with
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multiplet effects describing the atomic and perturbative contributions upon the ground

and excited states of a given configuration.

Direct solution of a given Hamiltonian through the Dirac equation [139] provides

a complete treatment of relativistic and many-body contributions of electronic states.

However, computationally this approach is time-intensive at best, and impossible in

many other cases, so instead, the solution applied throughmultiplet models is routinely

deemed more appropriate.

Software

Quanty is a many-body scripting language developed by Haverkort and co-workers

[140] to construct and solve multiplet calculations through a second-quantisation ap-

proach. The program is built within C/C++ with a Lua wrap, enabling the user control

in the construction of Hamiltonians and transition operators to solve core-level spec-

troscopic problems. Quanty expands andmodernises upon the previous multiplet code

developed by Theo Thole, TTMult, first developed in 1985 [141]. TTMult was built

upon the atomic theory developed by Cowan [59], and group theory approaches by

Butler [142], which still have foundations within Quanty.

Quanty is built upon expanding spherical and radial harmonics with the construc-

tion of a Hamiltonian and evaluation of absorption cross-sections. A general dis-

cussion of the Hamiltonian’s dependencies on the spectroscopic calculations will be

provided below. Further detailed reading is available [104, 143–145].

1.2.6 Charge Transfer Ligand Field Multiplet Calculations

The construction of a Hamiltonian within a quantummechanical formalism describing

the multielectronic components of a charge-transfer ligand field multiplet approach is

defined as:

Ĥ = ĤT + ĤV + Ĥe−e− + ĤSO + ĤCF + ĤHyb. (1.6)

where the first term represents the kinetic energy of the electrons and the second

electrostatic interaction with the nucleus; the third and fourth terms symbolise the

electron-electron and spin-orbit coupling interactions; the local environment of the

crystal field is taken into account through the fifth term Hamiltonian, and the last term
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considers the orbital hybridisation. Application of the Born-Oppenheimer approxi-

mation to a reduced Hamiltonian description of the atom [146], assumes the wave-

functions of electrons can be treated separately from that of the nucleus, simplifying

an atomic Hamiltonian equation to:

Ĥatom = Ĥav + Ĥe−e− + ĤSO = Ĥav +
N∑

i>j

e2

rij

+
N∑

i=1
ξ(ri) li · si (1.7)

where Ĥav = ĤT +ĤV = −
N∑

i=1

p2
i

2m
+

N∑
i=1

−Ze2

ri
; which for a given electronic config-

uration is constant and does not require solving in the calculations of X-ray absorption

spectroscopy. Thus simplifying equation 1.6 to Ĥ = Ĥe−e− + ĤSO + ĤCF + ĤHyb.

for application in the construction of a charge transfer ligand field multiplet calcula-

tion.

Electron-Electron Interactions

Multipole expansion of Ĥe−e− and separation into spherical harmonics and radial com-

ponents yields:

Ĥe−e− =
N∑

i>j

e2

rij

=
〈

2S+1LJ |
∣∣∣∣∣ e2

rij

∣∣∣∣∣ 2S+1LJ

〉
=

∑
k

fkF
k +

∑
k

gkG
k (1.8)

Angular coefficients, fk and gk are calculated using Wigner 3j- and 6j-symbols.
Solving for k of absorption ground-states, 3dn results in fk = 0,2,4 and excited-states,

2p5dn+1 of fk = 0,2,4 and gk=1,3 [147]. F k andGk represent Slater-Condon-Shortley

parameters which correspond to radial integrals of direct and exchange interactions

respectively [148–151]. Most commonly theses values are utilised as reduced radial

integrals (Fk, Gk) and Racah parameters (A,B and C) [152] through the respective

set of equations [153, 154]:

F0 = F 0

F2 = F 2

49

F4 = F 4

441

A = F0 − 49F4

B = F2 − 5F4

C = 35F4
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Racah parameters are frequently used as a measure of central field covalency

(C/B) [155] in the assignment of optical transitions. Self-consistent Hartree-Fock

calculations determine the atomic weighting and multiplet coupling of Slater-Condon-

Shortley integrals. Hartree-Fock methods determine wavefunction approximations of

single ions through ab initio calculations. It is established that the values obtained are

consistently over-estimated integrals by ∼20%. Furthermore, under-estimations of
bonding contributions require an additional parameterised reduction of the overesti-

mation of Racah A and B as a first principles quantification of covalency [156].

Crystal Field

Upon the formation of the atomic Hamiltonian, the crystal field of the metal ion is

added as a perturbation.

ĤCF = VCF (ri, θi, ϕi) =
∞∑

k=0

m=k∑
m=−k

Ak,mr
kCk

m(θ, ϕ) (1.9)

The above equation represents the decomposition of the crystal field potential in

normalised spherical harmonics Ck
m(θ, ϕ) and is restricted by the symmetry defining

numerical constant Ak
m [59]. Solution of Equation 1.9 in a D∞h symmetry results in

d-orbtial splitting defined through the crystal field parameters, Dµ and Dν [157]:

A2,0 = Ea1g − 2Ee2g + Ee1g

A4,0 = 3
10

(
6Ea1g + 2Ee2g − 8Ee1g

) Ea1g = −Dµ+ 4Dν

Ee2g = 2Dµ−Dν

Ee1g = −2Dµ− 6Dν

Orbital Hybridisation

Application of a nephelauxetic reduction infers an electronic density transfer to bond-

ingmolecular orbitals, and thus, a decrease of interelectronic repulsions [158]. This in-

terpretation assumes an isotropic delocalisation of electronic orbitals, which frequently

oversimplifies an accurate representation ofmetal-ligand bonding contributions, where

covalency is strongly symmetry dependent. Valence bond configuration interactions,

(VBCI) [159] introduces symmetry restricted electron transfer through both inter-

shell and metal-ligand orbital hybridisation models. Application of these principles

has facilitated the quantification of numerous complexes exhibiting 3d-4p hybridisa-
tion [160, 161], and metal-to-ligand [162], and [163]/or ligand-to-metal charge trans-
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fer (MLCT and LMCT respectively) processes through core-level spectroscopic tech-

niques, to uncover previously inaccessible bonding properties [107, 164–166]. Below

documents the construction of a 3d-4s orbital hybridisation Hamiltonian, Ĥ3d−4s.

3d-4s orbital hybridisation is symmetry restricted through the 3dz2 orbital;

A2,0/
√

5 as described in the basis of spherical harmonics. The ground-state wave-
function, ψgs is calculated through diagonalisation of the Hamiltonian matrix:

Ĥ3d−4s =

 0 V4s

V4s ∆4s


ψgs = α |3dn 〉 + β

∣∣∣3dn−14s 〉

β

α
=

√
∆2

4s + 4V 2
4s − ∆4s

2V4s

where V4s and ∆4s represent orbital overlap and energy separation of the 3dn and

3dn−14s configurations. Additional Slater-Condon-Shortley integrals are also intro-
duced with 4s hybridisation; these include exchange G2

ds and G1
ps, G

2
ds of the initial

and final states, respectively. 80% reduction applied to the calculated free-ion val-

ues deduced from RCN [141]. The introduction of 3d-4s orbital hybridisation had
not been previously investigated through multiplet calculations of single crystal spec-

troscopic measurements within the literature. The implications upon the magnetism

and electronic configurations of Li2(Li1−xTMx)N will be explored in the subsequent

chapters.

Spectroscopic Cross-section Calculations

The calculation of X-ray absorption can be expressed through the dipole approxi-

mation of Fermi’s golden rule, Eq. 1.10. While the two-step RIXS process can be

calculated through the partial Kramers-Heisenberg equation [167, 168], Eq. 1.11.

σabs(Ω) = 4π2~αΩ
∑
i,f

|〈ψf |O|ψi〉|2 δ (Ef − Ei − ~Ω) (1.10)

σsct (Ω, ω) = r2
e

m2
Ω
ω

∑
f

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑

n

〈
ψf

∣∣∣O†
∣∣∣ψn

〉
〈ψn |O|ψi〉

Ei − En + ~ω + iΓi/2

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

δ (Ef + ~Ω − Ei − ~ω)

(1.11)

where ~Ω and ~ω represent the incident and emission energies of the incoming
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and outgoing photons. α = e2/~c is the fine-structure constant, r2
e = e2/4πε0mc

2

is the classical radius of the electron, and m the mass of an electron. ψi, ψn, ψf are

the system’s initial, intermediate and final state many-body wavefunctions with corre-

sponding energies E and associated lifetime broadening, Γ. The limitation of these
equations within modern theoretical calculations is the solution of the Dirac function

δ, which ensures energy conservation and requires summation over all initial and final

states. This computationally intensive task is replaced with a Green’s function, which

defines a transition propagator operator, O and makes full use of the spherical har-

monic basis within Quanty [169].

FXAS
i (ω) = − Im

[〈
ψi

∣∣∣∣∣O†
a

1
~ω − Ĥf + Ei + iΓi/2

Oa

∣∣∣∣∣ψi

〉]
(1.12)

FRIXS
i (Ω, ω) = − 1

π
Im

 〈
ψi

∣∣∣∣∣∣O†
a

1
ω − iΓi/2 + Ei − Ĥ†

m

O†
e

1
Ω + iΓf/2 + Ef − Ĥf

Oe
1

ω + iΓi/2 + Ei − Ĥm

Oa

∣∣∣∣∣∣ψi

〉

where Fi is the intensity of the respective state |ψi〉, which is scaled through a
Boltzmann temperature distribution of all states to determine total intensity:

IXAS (ω, T ) = 1
Z
e

− Ei
kBT FXAS

i (ω)

IRIXS (Ω, ω, T ) = 1
Z
e

− Ei
kBT FRIXS

i (Ω, ω)

where Z is the partition function and Γiand Γf represent the core-hole and final-

state lifetime broadenings, respectively. The operators Oa and Oe define the interac-

tion of an electromagnetic plane wave and electron within the system describing an

absorption and emission process. Within the dipole approximation limit the transition

operator is reduced to O = ε · r̂ where ε = {εx, εy, εz} is the polarisation vector

of light with respect to the absorbing electron r̂. This can be expanded upon within

re-normalised spherical harmonics, Ck
m:
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ε · r̂ = (εx + iεy)C1
−1

+ εz C
1
0

+ (−εx + iεy)C1
1

Through expression of quantum mechanical questions within a second quantisa-

tion approach and solution of absorption and emission cross-sections within Greens

theorem, the semi-empirical nature of the Quanty program has provided endless pos-

sibilities in unravelling the nature of a myriad of complexes. The direct control and

construction of a representative Hamiltonian facilitates environmental dependencies

such as polarisation, single-crystal angular dependencies and more to compare di-

rectly to experimental measurements. In the following chapters, Quanty is applied in

conjunction with ab initio calculations to discern the unique electronic and magnetic

properties of Li2(Li1−xTMx)N with a primary focus on the Li2(Li1−xFex)N analogue.
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Chapter 2

Single-ion magnetism in the extended

solid-state: insights from X-ray

absorption and emission spectroscopy

Upon commencing this thesis, many unresolved questions existed regarding

Li2(Li1−xFex)N, primarily revolving around the quantification of valence and elec-

tronic structure. Resulting from the nature of the material as a dopant host lattice,

this substantially limited quantification through laboratory techniques, thus turning to

synchrotron-based experimental measurements as an element-specific, high brilliance

probe. Diamond Light Source hosted the vast majority of the experimental measure-

ments performed within this chapter, enabling experimental evidence of N-Fe-N bond

length, ligand-field and geometric quantification, and electronic structure as a function

of concentration, x. These inaugural measurements provide the foundation of under-

standing for Li2(Li1−xFex)N and analogue Li2(Li1−xTMx)N systems throughout this

thesis.
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Single-ion magnetism in the extended solid-state:
insights from X-ray absorption and emission
spectroscopy†

Myron S. Huzan, ab Manuel Fix,c Matteo Aramini,d Peter Bencok,d

J. Frederick W. Mosselmans, d Shusaku Hayama,d Franziska A. Breitner,c

Leland B. Gee, e Charles J. Titus, f Marie-Anne Arrio,g Anton Jeschec

and Michael L. Baker *ab

Large single-ion magnetic anisotropy is observed in lithium nitride doped with iron. The iron sites are two-

coordinate, putting iron doped lithium nitride amongst a growing number of two coordinate transition

metal single-ion magnets (SIMs). Uniquely, the relaxation times to magnetisation reversal are over two

orders of magnitude longer in iron doped lithium nitride than other 3d-metal SIMs, and comparable with

high-performance lanthanide-based SIMs. To understand the origin of these enhanced magnetic

properties a detailed characterisation of electronic structure is presented. Access to dopant electronic

structure calls for atomic specific techniques, hence a combination of detailed single-crystal X-ray

absorption and emission spectroscopies are applied. Together K-edge, L2,3-edge and Kb X-ray

spectroscopies probe local geometry and electronic structure, identifying iron doped lithium nitride to

be a prototype, solid-state SIM, clean of stoichiometric vacancies where Fe lattice sites are geometrically

equivalent. Extended X-ray absorption fine structure and angular dependent single-crystal X-ray

absorption near edge spectroscopy measurements determine FeI dopant ions to be linearly coordinated,

occupying a D6h symmetry pocket. The dopant engages in strong 3dp-bonding, resulting in an

exceptionally short Fe–N bond length (1.873(7) Å) and rigorous linearity. It is proposed that this structure

protects dopant sites from Renner–Teller vibronic coupling and pseudo Jahn–Teller distortions,

enhancing magnetic properties with respect to molecular-based linear complexes. The Fe ligand field is

quantified by L2,3-edge XAS from which the energy reduction of 3dz2 due to strong 4s mixing is deduced.

Quantification of magnetic anisotropy barriers in low concentration dopant sites is inhibited by many

established methods, including far-infrared and neutron scattering. We deduce variable temperature L3-

edge XAS can be applied to quantify the J ¼ 7/2 magnetic anisotropy barrier, 34.80 meV (�280 cm�1),

that corresponds with Orbach relaxation via the first excited, MJ ¼ �5/2 doublet. The results

demonstrate that dopant sites within solid-state host lattices could offer a viable alternative to rare-earth

bulk magnets and high-performance SIMs, where the host matrix can be tailored to impose high

symmetry and control lattice induced relaxation effects.

1 Introduction

Linearly coordinated transition metal ions can exhibit rst-
order spin–orbit coupling which gives rise to large magnetic
anisotropy barriers and bi-stability of magnetisation. An
example of this is Fe doped in lithium nitride (Li2(Li1�xFex)N).
The magnetic anisotropy energy of Li2(Li1�xFex)N exhibits an
observed coercivity eld of more than 11 T, exceeding even the
largest values observed in rare-earth-based permanent
magnets.1 Consequently, the underlying electronic structure of
Li2(Li1�xFex)N is of relevance to the search for alternatives to
rare-earth materials. Furthermore, since large single-crystals
can be prepared,2 and the concentration of Fe sites (x) can be
controlled, Li2(Li1�xFex)N prepared at low doping
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concentrations is proposed as single-ion like and therefore
a solid-state equivalent3 to molecular based single ion magnets
(SIMs). SIMs are complexes which display slow magnetic
relaxation, and magnetic remanence relevant to nano-scale
information storage technologies. Notable recent examples of
linearly coordinated transition metal SIMs include
a CoII(C(SiMe2ONaph)3)2 (where naph is a naphthyl group)
complex with a non-auau (dx2�y2,dxy)

3(dxz,dyz)
3(dz2)

1 congu-
ration and resultant L ¼ 3 ground-state orbital angular
momentum.4 Another intriguing result are unusual 3d ligand
elds. A DNh crystal eld transforms the 3d-orbitals to a A1(3dz2)
singlet at highest energy, followed by a E1g(3dxz,3dyz) doublet at
an intermediate energy and a E2g(3dxy,3dx2�y2) doublet at lowest
energy. However, multi-reference calculations based on the
crystal structures of linear complexes, [MI(N(SiMe3)2)2]

�

(where M ¼ Cr, Mn, Fe, Co) all predict a d-orbital splitting with
3dz2 at lowest energy.5 Reasoning for this is due to strong 4s–3dz2
mixing that weakens the anti-bonding character of the metal
ion 3dz2 orbital. Experimental evidence and the associated
implications of 4s–3dz2 mixing on magnetic properties have
been investigated on [FeI(C(SiMe3)3)2]

�.6 Calculations, based on
the crystal structure, propose a a1g

2e2g
3e1g

2 ground state
conguration with an almost unquenched L ¼ 2 orbital angular
momentum. These calculations are supported and found
consistent with Mössbauer spectroscopy data7 and high-
resolution single-crystal crystallography provides the rst
experimental evidence of 3dz2

2 electron occupation from elec-
tron density analysis.8 However, despite the increasing number
of reports of new linear transition metal SIMs9 there have been
very few experimental studies beyond the characterisation of
orientation averaged magnetism. In this paper we demonstrate
X-ray absorption spectroscopies as an accurate means to char-
acterise the geometric and electronic structure of two coordi-
nate transition metal SIMs.

We report results of extended X-ray absorption ne structure
(EXAFS), X-ray absorption near edge spectroscopy (XANES), Kb X-
ray emission spectroscopy (XES) and L2,3-edge X-ray absorption
spectroscopy (XAS) single-crystal measurements on Li2(Li1�xFex)
N. Each of these techniques have specic sensitivities associated
with transition selection rules and generated core-holes. A sche-
matic overview of the spectroscopic techniques and associated
transitions are shown in Fig. 1. K-edge XANES probes unoccupied
4p orbitals with 1s / 4p dipole transitions and unoccupied 3d
orbitals via the much weaker intensity pre-edge, 1s / 3d, tran-
sitions. The technique has particular sensitivity to local coordi-
nation symmetry, making it ideally suited for probing distortions
from a linear, DNh, to a bent, C2v, coordination. Bending leads to
a pseudo Jahn–Teller effect that mixes 4px,y character into 3dxz,yz.
This mixing can be clearly identied since it drives strong dipole
intensity enhancement in the pre-edge. EXAFS quanties inter-
ference effects due to electron scattering from the surrounding
atoms. Kb XES involves the ionisation of a 1s electron and the
detection of photons emitted from occupied 3p and occupied
valence-electrons lling the 1s core-hole. Inter-shell 3d–3p
Coulomb exchange makes Kb XES a sensitive probe of 3d spin-
state in Li2(Li1�xFex)N as a function of concentration, x.10 L2,3-
edge XAS probes 2p / 3d dipole transitions providing direct

experimental access to the ligand eld, related 4s–3dz2 mixing,
spin–orbit coupling and the resultant anisotropy barrier.11

Magnetisation studies for low Fe doping concentrations
show hysteresis is maintained up to 16 K with sweep rates of 15
mT s�1,12 which is the largest temperature reported for a tran-
sition metal SIM. The effective energy barrier to magnetisation
reversal is estimated between 37.1 and 40.2 meV (298.9 and
324.6 cm�1).12 Below a blocking temperature of�10 K relaxation
to magnetisation becomes temperature independent, with an
exceptionally long magnetic relaxation time of s > 104 s.13

However, despite several theoretical1,14,15 and experi-
mental13,16–19,55 studies, the electronic structure of Li2(Li1�xFex)N
remains a matter of considerable contention. Even the oxida-
tion state of Fe sites has been brought into question by recent ab
initio calculations proposing the presence of Li-ion vacancies
coupled to FeII sites.20 Fig. 2 shows the proposed structure of
a single Fe dopant site present within Li2(Li1�xFex)N and
possible ground state electronic congurations for both the

Fig. 1 Illustration of the Fe X-ray spectroscopic techniques with the
associated transitions. (a) L2,3-edge absorption probes unoccupied 3d
orbitals. Spin–orbit coupling within the 2p5 core-hole splits the
absorption into the 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 edges. (b) K-edge pre-edge, edge
and EXAFS correspond to 1s absorptions into unoccupied 3d, 4p and
continuum respectively. (c) Following the ejection of a 1s electron, Kb
XES involves the decay of Fe 3p and occupied valence electrons into
the 1s core-hole.

Fig. 2 (left) Structure of Li2(Li1�xFex)N; Fe substitution within a-Li3N
matrix at the 1bWyckoff position. (right) Proposed FeII and FeI electron
occupations.20

11802 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 11801–11810 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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divalent and mono-valent situations. Additional open questions
arise due to the inaccessibility of low concentration Fe sites
embedded within the host structure, and presence or absences
of Fe dopant clustering effects and concentration dependen-
cies. In this paper we apply the range of X-ray spectroscopies
that selectively characterise different aspects of electronic
structure, from which we identify Li2(Li1�xFex)N is a high
symmetry solid state SIM clear of stoichiometric vacancies
where Fe lattice sites are geometrically equivalent. The
geometric and electronic structure of Li2(Li1�xFex)N is
compared against molecular based SIMs and important
insights into the origin of high temperature magnetic blocking
and exceptionally long magnetic relaxation times observed in
Li2(Li1�xFex)N are obtained.

2 Experimental section
2.1 Preparation of Li2(Li1�xFex)N

Single crystal growth of Li2(Li1�xFex)N was achieved through
a Li-rich solution to a desired concentration, x, and veried by
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (detailed infor-
mation on crystal synthesis reported by Jesche and Caneld in
ref. 2). Li2(Li1�xFex)N crystallises as a hexagonal lattice of Li2N
layers alternating with Li1�xFex planes perpendicular to the
crystallographic c axis. Dopant Fe site substitution replaces a Li-
1b Wyckoff position ion, Fig. 2. Crystal growth stipulates the
crystallographic c axis (magnetic easy-axis) to be oriented
surface normal enabling accurate mounting of single crystals to
easily perform angular dependence measurements.

2.2 K-edge XANES, EXAFS and Kb XES measurements

XANES, EXAFS and Kb XES measurements were performed
using the high-resolution uorescence-detection available at
the I20-scanning beam-line at Diamond Light Source, UK, and
exploiting a four-bounce Si(111) monochromator for spectral
purity.21 The XES measurements were collected by a medipix
detector from three Si(531) analyser crystals. XANES and EXAFS
measurements were detected with a 64 element Ge detector
windowed to the Ka uorescence line. XANES monochromatic
energy ranges; 7000–7075 eV, 5 eV step size, 1 s integration (pre-
edge), 7075–7100 eV, decreasing step size 5–0.5 eV, 1 s inte-
gration (rising-edge), 7100–7135.5 eV, 0.5 eV step size, 1 s
integration (XANES), 7135.5–8100 eV, 0.04 Å, increasing inte-
gration time from 1–5 s (EXAFS). Kb emission energy ranges;
7025–7080 eV, 0.3 eV step size, 1s int. time (Kbmainline), 7080–
7120 eV, 0.2 step size, 5 s integration time (valence-to-core).
Several spectra were acquired for each doping concentration.
Kb measurements were performed with the incident energy set
above the Fe K-edge at 8500 eV. The XANES, EXAFS and Kb
measurements were performed at room temperature. Addi-
tional Kb measurements at 80 K exhibited negligible difference
with respect to measurements at room temperatures. To mini-
mise diffraction induced distortions within EXAFS spectra,
crystals of Li2(Li1�xFex)N were ground into powdered pellets
where possible. However, it is reported that the host crystal Li3N
exhibits an additional high pressure phase, of which grinding

can induce a partial phase transformation of the Li3N lattice
from the a to b phase.22 The XANES spectra of a and b Li2(-
Li1�xFex)N differ signicantly. Therefore XANES measurements
were performed on both single-crystal and powder samples,
from which it was deduced that only the lowest concentration
Li2(Li1�xFex)N sample was affected by grinding. For this reason
the measurements performed on Li2(Li1�xFex)N for x ¼
0.0020(5) were on a single crystal while for x ¼ 0.0063(4) and
0.0093(6) were undertaken on powder samples. Powder samples
were formed into pellets and mixed with boron nitride to an
appropriate dilution to minimise self-absorption effects.
Samples of Li2(Li1�xFex)N were prepared within an argon
atmosphere glove-box (<0.5 ppm O2 and H2O) where single
crystals and powders were encapsulated with Kapton tape.
Measurements were performed within a nitrogen gas atmo-
sphere. XANES and EXAFS analysis was undertaken within the
Athena and Artemis packages.23 Background subtraction was
undertaken with a linear tting of the pre-edge and normal-
isation through a third order polynomial of the post-edge. Bond
length (R) and Debye–Waller factor (s) were used as variables of
tting for neighbouring lithium and nitrogen atoms. A Leven-
berg–Marquardt non-linear least-squares minimisation was
applied for EXAFS tting. Kb XES spectra are normalised
through a trapezoidal integration and the subtraction of
a constant. Angular dependent XANES measurements were
performed at the BL9-3 beamline at SSRL. The measurements
were performed at 10 K in transmission mode on a 1 mm thick
single crystal. These measurements were performed with
monochromatic energy ranges; 6785–7085 6 eV step size, 1 s
integration (pre-edge), 7085–7150 eV, 0.15 eV step size, 1 s
integration (rising-edge), 7150–8359.5 eV, 0.5 eV step size, 1 s
(post-edge region). Background subtraction of main K-edge
XANES isolates the rising-edge peak from which Pearson VII
peak tting was undertaken through a least-squares mini-
misation, Fig. S3.†

2.3 L2,3-edge XAS measurements

L2,3-edge XAS measurements were performed at the I10 high
eld magnet end station at Diamond Light Source. Fast energy
XAS scans were performed between 690–755 eV with 0.1 eV step
sizes. The measurements were performed between 4.5–400 K
within an ultra-high vacuum (10�10 bar). Detection was per-
formed via total uorescence yield in a back-scattering geom-
etry using a 10� 10 mm2 silicon diode with a 150 nm Al cover to
lter out electrons. Single crystals of Li2(Li1�xFex)N are too
insulating to obtain drain current detected XAS. Single crystals
were mounted within an argon glovebox with Torr Seal epoxy
resin and transferred to experimental chamber through
a nitrogen purged glovebag. Background subtraction of the
spectra was performed with a linear tting of the pre-edge (690–
700 eV) and normalisation through a linear tting of the post
edge (735–750 eV). The 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 continuum transitions
were subtracted through a double arctangent function24 (further
details see ESI Fig. S4†).

Ligand eld multiplet simulations of the L2,3-edge XAS
results were performed using the quantummany-body scripting

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020 Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 11801–11810 | 11803
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language, Quanty.25 The Quanty input les for the simulation of
L2,3-edge uorescence XAS were adapted from templates
generated in Crispy.26 Multiplet effects are described by the
Slater–Condon–Shortley parameters, Fkpp, Fkpd (Coulomb) and
Gk
pd (exchange), reduced to 80% of the Hartree–Fock calculated

values to account for the over-estimation of electron–electron
repulsion found for the free ion. The 2p5 spin–orbit coupling
parameter x2p is found consistent with the atomic value (8.202
eV). The 3d spin–orbit coupling parameters were obtained by
tting to the temperature dependence of the L2,3-edge XAS,
giving x3d ¼ 0.052 and 0.068 eV for the initial and nal states
respectively. The presence of 4s mixing in linear transition
metal complexes is known to weaken the 3ds anti-bonding
character and reducing the energy of the 3dz2 orbital. This
effect is accounted for in a simple 3d ligand eld model, where
the relative energy of the orbitals are adjusted with parameters
Dq, Dt and Ds, in the D6h point group. The ligand eld param-
eters describe the d-orbital degeneracy and energy splittings of
the A1g(3dz2) singlet, and two E doublets, E1g(dxy,dyz) and E2g(-
dx2�y2,dxy). A local linear coordination geometry is characterised
by a DNh ligand-eld, and has equivalence with D6h when Dq ¼
0. Broadening of the transitions as described by the core-hole
lifetime was applied through a Lorentzian function over the
L3 and L2 edge of 0.35 eV and 0.7 eV full width half maximum
(FWHM) respectively. Gaussian broadening due to the instru-
mental resolution was set to 0.25 eV FWHM and simulated at
4.5 K.

2.4 Calculation details

The density functional theory (DFT) calculations presented in
this work were performed using the plane-wave pseudopotential
DFT method available within the codes Quantum-Espresso27

and CASTEP.28 Generalised-gradient approximation for the
exchange-correlation energy was selected in the form of PBE
functional.29 Ultraso pseudopotentials were used for PBE and
PBE+U calculations, whereas relativistic ultraso pseudopo-
tentials were used for the non-collinear calculations including
spin–orbit coupling. The pseudopotentials for use with
Quantum-Espresso were taken from the PSlibrary30 while the
pseudopotentials for use with CASTEP were generated self
consistently. A kinetic energy cutoff of 90 Ry for the wave
function and of 900 Ry for the charge density together with a (6
� 6 � 6) Monkhorst–Pack k-point grid were determined as
parameters for convergence calculations. A (10 � 10 � 10) k-
point grid was instead used for the calculation of the density of
states (DOS). Self-consistent calculations were performed to
a convergence value of 1� 10�7 eV. Due to the isolated nature of
Fe atoms in Li2(Li1�xFex)N, we operated with a 3 � 3 � 3
supercell constructed from the hexagonal cell of Li3N having
space group P6/mmm. The structure was relaxed so that the Fe–
N and Fe–Li distances in the rst coordination shells of iron
matched the distances evaluated from the analysis of EXAFS
results. The reliability of the experimentally evaluated structure
for simulations was tested by completing a relaxation up to an
energy change of 3 � 10�6 eV per atom, which produced
a structure yielding a shorter Fe–N distance but a comparable

density of states. A smearing of 0.01 Ry was applied to the
computed eigenvalues in order to improve the k-point conver-
gence. The angular dependence of Fe K-edge was calculated
including the effects of core-hole31 and using the same k-point
grid as previously used for the DOS. Ground state DFT was then
expanded by expressing the exchange-correlation potential in
terms of local-density band theory via the PBE+U method.32 The
electronic properties were calculated with the simplied,
rotational-invariant formulation developed within the linear
response approach.33 An effective U value of 4 eV was included
in such calculations, as previously estimated for similar
compounds.34 Angular-momentum dependent orbital occupa-
tion was determined with Löwdin charge analysis on top of
ground-state, converged DFT wavefunctions. X-ray absorption
spectra were computed by extracting the matrix elements for
electronic interband transitions from the ground state DFT
including the local effects of 1s core-hole as implemented in the
code CASTEP. Such calculations were accomplished in the
aforementioned supercell, in order to avoid interactions
between periodic images of the core excitation. An energy shi
of 7110.5 eV was applied to match the experimental data and
normalised through trapezoidal integration of simulated spec-
trum. Transition broadening as a consequence of instrumental
resolution (Gaussian) and core-lifetime effects (Lorentzian) was
set as 0.2 and 1.25 eV FWHM respectively.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Extended X-ray absorption ne structure (EXAFS)

To precisely quantify the local coordination environment at Fe
sites EXAFS measurements were performed on samples with
low dopant concentrations, where x ¼ 0.0020(5), 0.0053(4) and
0.0093(6). The k3 weighted spectra are presented in Fig. 3a
which highlight the EXAFS Fourier transform region as 3 # k#
10 Å�1 for x¼ 0.0020(5) and 3# k# 12 Å�1 for x¼ 0.0053(4) and
0.0093(6) (E0 ¼ 7113 eV). Single crystal measurements were
performed with E 45� relative to the crystallographic c axis on
the lowest concentration (x ¼ 0.0020(5)) sample resulting in
signicant Bragg peaks for k values greater than 10 Å�1,
requiring a reduced Fourier transform range.

EXAFS tting was undertaken using a model including
a single Fe atom dopant within a-Li3N as an initial structure (a
¼ 3.652(8) Å and c ¼ 3.870(10) Å, Fig. 2). The selected scattering
paths were limited up to a radial distance of 3.5 Å; these
included two single scattering pathways (Fe–N–Fe, Fe–Li–Fe)
and one double scattering path (Fe–N–Li–Fe). Fitting of the
experimental data was undertaken for each concentration
individually. The EXAFS t parameter results are presented in
Table 1. The coordinated nitrogen atoms characterise the rst
spectral peak centred at 1.5 Å, Fig. 3b, while scattering from the
hexagonally bonded lithium atoms in combination with the
double scattering path characterise the remaining spectral
features. The Fe–N bond lengths were determined to be 1.873(7)
Å, 0.062(7) Å shorter than the equivalent Li–N bond length. This
nding is consistent with X-ray diffraction results that show c-
axis contraction and a and b-axis expansion on increasing Fe
concentration.12,16,35 The length of the Fe–N bond is very short in

11804 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 11801–11810 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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comparison with values reported for two coordinate FeI–N,
including the linear complex [K(18-crown-6][Fe(N(SiMe3)2)2]
(1.9213(6) Å)36 and the slightly bent [Fe(N(SiMe3)Dipp)2]

� (1.91
Å).37 The Fe–N length found for Li2(Li1�xFex)N compares more
favourably with the linear divalent complex [Fe(N(SiMe3)Dipp)2]
with a reported FeII–N length of 1.853(1) Å.38 Many-body

quantum chemistry calculations performed on Fe doped
lithium nitride units [FeIN2Li14]

9+ and [FeIIN2Li13]
9+ report bond

lengths of 1.92 Å and 1.88 Å respectively.20 In summary,
comparison with reported Fe–N bond lengths for two coordi-
nate complexes might suggest a divalent oxidation state for
Li2(Li1�xFex)N. Indeed this was the conclusion reported by
Muller-Bouvet et al. (ref. 39) for Co doped lithium nitride, where
EXAFS analysis included the pairing of dopants with Li vacan-
cies at 2c sites, from which a formula of Li3�2xCoxN with
a divalent Co oxidation state is proposed.39

The EXAFS measurements are consistent with isolated Fe
dopants with no indication of clustering evidenced through the
lack of strong features beyond the rst structural peak at 1.5 Å.
While not conclusive there is an observed increase in R-factor
with concentration which could be attributed to the require-
ment of incorporating small contributions from Fe–Fe and Fe–
N–Fe scattering paths within the ab plane and along the c axis
respectively.

According to combinatorial analysis, the probability of
locating n Li ions at the 8 possible neighbouring sites (6
perpendicular and 2 parallel to the crystallographic c axis) for
a dopant Fe ion is expressed as: Wn ¼ 8![n!(8 � n)!]�1(1 �
x)nx8�n.40 At the highest doped concentration, x ¼ 0.0093(6), the
probability of all 8 neighbouring atoms being lithium is 92.8%,
at which point there begins to be a non-negligible requirement
of additional scattering pathways to account for Fe dimerisa-
tion. However, the number of available independent parame-

ters, dictated by the Nyquist theorem
�
Nidp ¼ 2DkDR

p
þ 1

�
41

prohibits the inclusion of multiple Fe ions within the model.

3.2 X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES)

Transition metal oxidation state is frequently characterised by
the K-edge threshold energy and the characteristic multiplet
effects present within the K pre-edge.42 Fe K-edge XANES
measurements on a polycrystalline sample of Li2(Li1�xFex)N was
previously investigated by Niewa et al.17,43 The threshold energy
region of the XANES was found to be dominated by an intense
transition centred at 7113 eV. The origin of the 7113 eV peak
was assigned by Niewa et al.17,43 as a K pre-edge (1s / 3d)
transition, with enhanced intensity due to 4p-mixing, from
which a local C2v coordination symmetry was proposed. Since
bending away from 180� introduces mixing of 4px character into
3dxz and 4py into 3dyz due to transformations under the same
irreducible representations in C2v. To further investigate Fe site
coordination symmetry, we preformed angular dependent
single-crystal Fe K-edge XANES measurements of Li2(Li0.985-
Fe0.015)N, Fig. 4 and S2.† The area of the 7113 eV peak for each
sample orientation gives the angular dependence of the tran-
sition oscillator strength, Fig. 4. Measurements were experi-
mentally limited from 0–45�, where 0� corresponds with Etc
and 90� with Ekc. Maximum intensity of the transition is
observed at 0�. The variation in intensity as a function of crystal
orientation follows a sinusoidal prole with a minimum at 90�;
this is indicative of the two fold symmetry of dipole transitions
with 4px,y orbital character. The XANES of linear CuI complexes

Fig. 3 (a) Background subtracted k3 weighted XAFS spectra of various
concentrations, x. Solid lines represent the Fourier transform region for
EXAFS fitting. (b) Fitting of Fourier transformed k3-weighted EXAFS
spectra for Li2(Li1�xFex)N as a function of concentration, x. EXAFS
fitting is represented as dashed lines with corresponding parameters
presented in Table 1.

Table 1 EXAFS fitting parameters of various Fe doping concentrations,
x of Li2(Li1�xFex)N; R-factor (R), Energy alignment (DE), Fe–N and Fe–Li
Bond Lengths (RN and RLi respectively) and Debye–Waller factor (s2)
for lithium (Li) and nitrogen (N) scattering atoms. Amplitude reduction
factor, S0

2
fixed to 0.92

x 0.0020(5) 0.0063(4) 0.0093(6)

R 0.004 0.028 0.061
DE (eV) 10.85 � 0.93 9.35 � 1.84 9.73 � 2.85
RN (Å) 1.873 � 0.007 1.869 � 0.015 1.868 � 0.023
sN

2 (Å2) � 10�3 0.7 � 0.5 3.4 � 1.0 4.9 � 1.6
RLi (Å) 2.867 � 0.015 2.840 � 0.025 2.845 � 0.039
sLi

2 (Å2) � 10�3 20.4 � 3.0 19.6 � 4.5 17.9 � 5.8

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020 Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 11801–11810 | 11805
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are known to exhibit very low energy rising edge features due to
transitions directly into degenerate 4px,y states,44 however the
XANES of open-shell linear transition metal complexes are less
developed. The 7113 eV feature in Li2(Li0.985Fe0.015)N is consis-
tent with the crystal eld model originally proposed for CuI,
whereby the linear coordination lis the 4px,y,z degeneracy,
decreasing the energy of the degenerate 4px,y orbitals that are
non-bonding and increasing the 4pz orbital to a higher energy.
To obtain conclusion of the origin of the 7113 eV peak, and the
associated local symmetry of the Fe site, DFT calculations based
on a linear geometry were found to accurately reproduce the
angular dependent XANES of Li2(Li0.985Fe0.015)N, Fig. 4.
Projection of the density of states from this resultant DFT
simulation veries the interpreted splitting and degeneracy of
the Fe-4p orbitals. Unoccupied character above the Fermi
energy (Fig. S5†) coincides with the expected degeneracy of the
4px,y orbitals at the energy of the rising edge feature with 4pz
orbital character shied to higher energy. In summary, our
angular dependent K-edge XANES analysis on Li2(Li0.985Fe0.015)
N identies the local coordination symmetry involves a linear
N–Fe–N motif; a conclusion that is further supported by our
L2,3-edge analysis in the following section. The weak quadru-
pole allowed 1s / 3d K pre-edge transitions are however
unresolved due to overlap with the considerably more intense
7113 eV feature. The absence of a resolvable pre-edge inhibits
a ligand eld multiplet analysis to quantitatively assign Fe spin
ground-state by K-edge XANES.

3.3 Kb X-ray emission spectroscopy

Magnetisation measurements for Li2(Li1�xFex)N shows consider-
able dependence on x.1 In a recent theoretical study, many-body
quantum chemistry calculations on [FeIN2Li14]

9+ and [FeIIN2-
Li13]

9+ fragments show a strong reduction in magnetic anisotropy
in going from a FeI to FeII dopant site.20 Previous studies have
proposed that dopant sites couple to a nite number of Li ion
vacancies giving rise to minority divalent species and a mono-
valent majority species with a ratio that changes as a function of
dopant concentration.20,39 To address this question and investi-
gate the spin-ground state of Li2(Li1�xFex)N, Kb XES measure-
ments were performed as a function of doping concentration, x,
Fig. 5. Since Kb utilises a non-resonant incident photon energy it
is less affected by self-absorption than resonant techniques,
making it ideally suited to studying the Fe concentration depen-
dence of electronic structure. The Kb mainline, Kb1,3 and Kb0,
involves a dipole-allowed 3p–1s emission transition. These two
mainline features have the advantage of being highly sensitive to
spin ground-state, identied via differences in the Kb1,3 and Kb0

splitting and intensity.10 Fig. 5 shows Kb measurements for Li2(-
Li1�xFex)N where x ¼ 0.1800(1), 0.0063(4) and 0.0020(5). There
exists no electronic structural change as a function of doping
concentration for Li2(Li1�xFex)N; conrming no valence change
with respect to concentration. Frequently Kb is applied to
ngerprint the spin ground-state and to deduce the valence of
transitionmetal ions. However, due to a lack of two coordinate FeI

reference spectra, such qualitative analysis is inhibited. Despite
this, Fig. S1† compares the Li2(Li1�xFex)N Kb-mainline spectrum
with a series of six coordinate Oh and D4h FeII and FeIII model
complexes.45 The energy and intensity of the Kb00 rst moment is
consistent with either a d6 or d7 occupation of the Fe from which
either S ¼ 2 or 3/2 could be inferred. However, there is a signi-
cant deviation in the splitting and intensity between the Kb1,3 and
Kb0 of Li2(Li1�xFex)N with respect to the model complexes.

The valence to core Kb2,5 and Kb00 peaks have signicant
sensitivity to the local bonding environment around Fe site. The

Fig. 5 Fe Kb XES spectrum of Li2(Li1�xFex)N for several concentrations
(x values defined in legend) with spectral features highlighted. (Inlay)
Magnified valence-to-core region.

Fig. 4 Single crystal angular dependent Fe K-edge XANES of Li2(-
Li1�xFex)N (a) DFT calculations (b) experimental spectra with a nominal
concentration of x ¼ 0.015. 0� corresponds with Etc and 90� with
Ekc. (Inlay) Angular dependence of 1s–4px,y transition intensity of
experimental ( ) and theoretical ( ) rising-edge peak centred at
7113 eV.

11806 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 11801–11810 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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valence-to-core peaks at 7098.9 eV and 7110.6 eV (Fig. 5)
correspond with metal character present within nitrogen 2s and
2p orbitals respectively. The lack of variation in the relative
intensities and energies of these features is consistent with no
variation in geometry around the N–Fe–N motif as a function of
dopant concentration.

3.4 L2,3-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy

L2,3-edge XAS accesses the electronic structure at the 3d orbitals
through dipole allowed 2p–3d transitions. Single crystal
measurements were performed with Et to the crystallographic
c axis and nominal doping concentration, x ¼ 0.015. Fig. 6a
shows the Fe L2,3-edge total-uorescence spectrum measured at
4.5 K, with L3 and L2 edge peaks at 705.7 eV and 720.3 eV
respectively. The L3-edge exhibits two intense features sepa-
rated by 1.3 eV whereas the L2-edge is dominated by a single
intense peak. Both L2,3-edges exhibit a series of high energy
satellite features indicating the presence of signicant metal–
ligand charge transfer.

L2,3-edge XAS ligand eld multiplet tting was performed to
quantify the 3d electronic structure of dopant sites. Two sets of
simulations were performed based on both FeI and FeII

scenarios. Initial t parameters were extracted from the results
of ab initio results reported by Xu et al.,20 see Table S1 and
Fig. S6.†Optimisation of the simulated spectral features relative
to experiment were obtained through adjustment of the ligand
eld parameters (Dt and Ds) and include the effect of 4s mixing
through the reduction in energy of the 3dz2 orbital. Agreement
with the measured spectrum could only be obtained for the FeI

valence model, with best t parameters of Dq ¼ 0, Dt ¼ 0.1806
and Ds ¼ �0.0257 eV corresponding to an electronic congu-
ration such that dz2 has the lowest orbital energy, Fig. 6. The
simulation quanties the Li2(Li0.985Fe0.015)N dopant site as a FeI

3d7, 4D7/2 ion, with a 5E symmetry ground state resulting from
a e1g

2e2g
3a1g

2 conguration. The experimentally determined
ligand eld splitting is larger than the reported CASSCF result
for a [FeIN2Li14]

9+ fragment that gave energies of 0, 0.91, 1.5 eV
for a1g

2, e2g
3 and e1g

2 respectively.20 The energy reduction in dz2
is approximately twice the value calculated for the linear
monovalent SIM, [Fe(C(SiMe3)3)2]

�.6 Spin–orbit coupling splits
the total angular momentum of Fe sites into four Kramers
doublets. In order of increasing energy these doublets,MJ¼�7/
2, �5/2, �3/2 and � 1/2, are evenly separated by approximately
2/3x. This splitting characterises the magnetic anisotropy
barrier to the slow magnetic relaxation observed in Li2(Li0.985-
Fe0.015)N, Fig. 6b. At sufficiently low temperature only the MJ ¼
�7/2 Kramers doublet is populated. The 4.5 K L2,3-edge transi-
tions hence emanate exclusively from theMJ ¼�7/2 doublet. To
evaluate the magnetic anisotropy barrier precisely, temperature
dependent L2,3-XASmeasurements were performed. We nd the
strong selection rules of L2,3-edge XAS makes the technique
particularly sensitive to the population of MJ states. Therefore,
via a series of measurements from 4.5 to 400 K the thermal
population of MJ excited states can be experimentally deduced
from changes in the line shape of the L3-edge spectrum. The
temperature dependence is most clearly identied through the
relative peak intensity for Peak 1 (P1), E ¼ 706.1 eV versus Peak 2
(P2), E ¼ 707.3 eV at the L3-edge, Fig. 7. Modelling the temper-
ature dependent ratio of P1 and P2 through Maxwell–Boltzmann
statistics the thermal population of the excited states can be
achieved through the equation:

P1

P2

¼ A

exp

�
� E7=2

kBT

�

X
i¼MJ

exp

�
� Ei

kBT

�þ c (1)

Fig. 6 (a) Comparison of experimental and simulated Fe L2,3-edge
spectra at 4.5 K with L3 peak normalisation. (b) The calculated MJ

splitting of the ground-state J ¼ 7/2 manifold. (c) The calculated
energies of 3d orbitals obtained from the L2,3-edge ligand field
multiplet fit.

Fig. 7 Fe L3 temperature dependence spectra of Li2(Li0.98Fe0.02)N
normalised through P2 intensity. (Inlay) Least-squares fit of Eqn.(1) to L3
peak ratio with respect to the inverse absolute temperature. Error bars
represent standard deviation of repeat measurements.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020 Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 11801–11810 | 11807
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where Ei represents the energy of the four MJ �7/2, �5/2, �3/2
and �1/2 states (each evenly separated by 2/3x), kB is the
Boltzmann constant and A and c are multiplicative and scaling
factors. The inlay of Fig. 7 shows L3-edge peak ratio (P1/P2)
versus inverse absolute temperature (1/T) for Li2(Li1�xFex)N.
Fitting to eqn (1) gives x ¼ 52.2 � 4.97 meV (421 � 40.08 cm�1),
signicantly greater than the atomic value for FeI of 44.8 meV.6

Typically, the free ion spin–orbit coupling parameter represents
the upper limit for spin–orbit coupling, where bonding leads to
only decrease x. However, atomic spin–orbit coupling is strongly
dependent on electron conguration, particularly on the
number of 3d electrons.46 For instance, the 3d atomic spin–orbit
coupling for a 3d64s1 conguration is x3d ¼ 51 meV, approxi-
mately 6 meV greater than the value for a 3d7 conguration.47

Therefore, we propose that the measured value of x is greater
than the 3d7 atomic value due to strong 4s–3dz2 mixing. Previ-
ously reported measurements of magnetic relaxation for Li2(-
Li1�xFex)N at low doping concentrations gave the effective
energy barrier to magnetisation reversal (Ueff) between 37.1 and
40.2 meV (298.9 and 324.6 cm�1).12,19 This is close to 34.80 �
3.31 meV (280.7 cm�1) the energy splitting between the ground
MJ ¼ �7/2 and rst excited �5/2 doublet determined from our
variable temperature L2,3-edge XAS analysis. To our knowledge
the application of variable temperature L3-edge XAS has not
been previously reported. Therefore, we performed supporting
calculations into the origin of this effect. This enabled us to
conrm the same temperature dependence in the simulated
spectra and test the validity of our tting method (Fig. S7†).
Furthermore, to identify the origin of the temperature depen-
dence Fig. S8† shows the calculated L2,3-edge XAS spectra
associated with each thermally populated Kramer's doublet of
the ground-state J ¼ 7/2 manifold. The calculations identify the
individual intensity contributions to P1 and P2 for each MJ

doublet.

Since rst-order spin–orbit coupling in Li2(Li1�xFex)N is
a manifestation of an odd electron count within the E2g orbitals,
the relationship between non-linearity due to N–Fe–N bending
and the magnetic anisotropy barrier can be explored through
the introduction of a Dq crystal eld parameter. Fig. 8 shows the
effect of including a non-zero Dq energy on the simulated Fe L3-
edge. To maintain the measured anisotropy energy of Li2(-
Li0.985Fe0.015)N, the magnitude of Dq must be less than 1 meV.
This result supports our angular dependent K-edge XANES
analysis, demonstrating the strict N–Fe–N linearity imposed
within the a-Li3N matrix.

4 Conclusion and outlook

We have characterised the local geometric and electronic
structure of Fe dopant sites in Li2(Li1�xFex)N via K-edge XANES
and EXAFS, L2,3-edge XAS and Kb XES as a function of x, with
particular attention to low values of x, where Fe sites are suffi-
ciently isolated and hence perform as single ion magnets. The
complementary use of element specic X-ray spectroscopy
techniques unambiguously answers a multitude of questions
that had limited quantitative understanding of this system. Kb
XES analysis rules out previous arguments20 for a divalent sub-
species in Li2(Li1�xFex)N at low x concentration. EXAFS analysis
shows no evidence of preferential Fe clustering at low dopant
concentrations. L2,3-edge XAS measurements in conjunction
with ligand eld multiplet simulations conclude Fe sites are
monovalent with a 4D7/2 ground state of 4E symmetry resultant
from a a1g

2e2g
3e1g

2 conguration. The energetic order of the 3d
orbitals is affected by strong 4s–3dz2 mixing that results in
a fully occupied 3dz2 at lowest energy. The strong inuence of
4s–3dz2 mixing in reducing the destabilisation of 3ds anti-
bonding has long been reasoned by DFT and more recently by
quantum chemistry calculations.6,48 It is shown that L2,3-edge
XAS enables experimental quantication of 3dz2 energy reduc-
tion. The large 3dz2 energy reduction contributes to raising the
anisotropy barrier in Li2(Li1�xFex)N, and is much greater than
values calculated for other linear monovalent SIMs, including
the rst two coordinate complex, [Fe(C(SiMe3)3)2]

�.6 Focusing
then on low concentration Li2(Li1�xFex)N, variable temperature
L3-edge XAS measurements from 4.5 to 400 K enabled quanti-
cation of the magnetic anisotropy barrier to slow magnetic
relaxation. Analysis of variable temperature L3-edge XAS enables
determination of the ground state J ¼ 7/2 energy splittings. The
splitting between the ground MJ ¼ �7/2 doublet and rst
excitedMJ¼�5/2 doublet is 34.80� 3.31meV (280.7 cm�1), this
value is consistent with reported Ueff values obtained from
magnetic relaxation measurements (37.1 and 40.2 meV (298.9
and 324.6 cm�1)12,19) identifying that magnetisation reversal
manifests via this through barrier process. The Ueff is larger
than reported values for other linear Fe SIMs, including
[Fe(C(SiMe3)3)2]

� (Ueff ¼ 22.4 meV, 181 cm�1),6 but is less than
the value recently reported for a linear Co complex
CoII(C(SiMe2ONaph)3)2 (55.8 meV, 450 cm�1)4 and lanthanide
SIMs which can exceed 150 meV.49 Despite the unexceptional
Ueff energy for Li2(Li1�xFex)N, the relaxation time at low
temperatures certainly is exceptional s ¼ �107 s (ref. 19) in

Fig. 8 Ligand field multiplet calculations of the Fe L3-edge as a func-
tion of Dq splitting, normalised through second peak intensity. The Dt

and Ds crystal field and spin–orbit coupling parameters are fixed to the
optimised vales used in Fig. 6a. (Black) Experimental spectrum of
Li2(Li0.985Fe0.015)N. (Inlay) Energy separation, DE of MJ �7/2 and �5/2
states with respect to Dq.
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comparison with other linear SIMs where s is within a range of
seconds and less.

To further understand the origin of the unusually long
Li2(Li1�xFex)N relaxation time, we have analysed the geometric
structure and coordination symmetry around Fe dopant sites.
EXAFS analysis nd both Fe–N bond lengths as 1.873(7) Å,
which is exceptionally short for two-coordinate FeI. The short-
ness of the Fe–N bonds suggests strong Fe–N p bonding,
facilitated by the D6h point symmetry providing equal N 2p p-
mixing into both 3dxz and 3dyz orbitals.50 Further evidence of
this is observed via strong satellite intensities present in the
L2,3-edge XAS spectra. The N–Fe–N angle is analysed by K-edge
XANES through single-crystal angular dependence of an
intense, low energy, 7113 eV peak. A ligand eld interpretation
is backed up by DFT calculations, assigning the transition as
being associated with unoccupied 4px,y orbitals, fromwhich it is
deduced that the N–Fe–N bonding does not deviate from linear.
This conclusion is supported by ligand eld multiplet simula-
tions that indicate that Dq induced degeneracy breaking of 3dxy
and 3dx2�y2 cannot exceed 1 meV for the measured energy
reversal barrier to be maintained.

Together the X-ray spectroscopy results identify Li2(Li1�xFex)
N as an ideal model system clean of stoichiometric vacancies
where Fe sites are geometrically equivalent. The doping of Fe
ions into the lithium nitride host matrix enables control of
inter-SIM distances, from which dipolar elds can be mini-
mised. The introduction of Fe sites displace Li ions at 2c posi-
tions causing a local bond contraction of 0.062(7) Å with respect
to the equivalent Li–N bond. The linear N–Fe–N core is sup-
ported through 3dxz,yz-Np mixing and indirectly by the hexag-
onal lithium nitride lattice, that acts to drive bond shortening
and rigorous linearity, in a similar but more direct way than
dispersion force stabilisation observed in other linear molec-
ular complexes, including Fe[N(SiMe3)Dipp]2.38

Previous theoretical studies have identied the crucial
inuence of reduced symmetry and Renner–Teller vibronic
coupling on the magnetic relaxation time in two coordinate Fe
SIMs.51 It is proposed that the combination of a short Fe–N
bond, related strong 3dp bonding, and high point symmetry
imposed by the hexagonal lithium nitride lattice contribute to
suppress vibronic effects, resulting in increased magnetic
relaxation times with respect to other linear SIMs. The high
point symmetry of the solid-state host lattice exhibit less
disorder with respect to large inorganic coordination
complexes. The high symmetry of the crystal host lattice and
geometric equivalence of Fe dopant sites, result in a very low
propensity for dislocation-induced strain type variations in
local symmetry and easy axis directions, consistent with the
extreme eld dependence reported in Li2(Li1�xFex)N.13,19

The quantication of electronic structure reported here
provides insights relevant for the advance of high performance
magnets free from rare-earth metals. The extraordinary elec-
tronic and magnetic properties of Li2(Li1�xFex)N, highlights the
potential of doping paramagnetic ions within high symmetry
solid-state lattices. Another area of potential relevance is nano-
scale information storage for which there is currently consid-
erable effort devoted to depositing coordination complexes with

SIM properties on surfaces.52,53 An even distribution of SIM
dopant sites within a high symmetry host lattice crystal or thin
lm54 offers an interesting alternative method, with additional
degrees of freedom for controlling local symmetry and lattice
phonon dispersion.
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S.1 K� Comparison

To the authors knowledge there have been no published data of K� measurements performed on

transition metal ions in linear complexes. Comprehensive studies are documented for FeII and

FeIII of standard symmetries (Oh and D4h), Figure S1 which provides the only comparison for the

measured spectrum. Intensity was normalised to the integrated trapezoidal area of each spectra.

Li2(Li1�xFex)N displays closest resemblance to the S = 2 or 3/2 Fe model complexes which infer a

d6 or d7 occupation respectively. However, there exists a strong deviation of K�1,3 and K�0 energy

splitting and relative intensity limiting further comparative deductions to model complexes.

Figure S1: K� fluorescence mainline comparison of Li2(Li1�xFex)N with model FeIII and FeII

complexes with various spin moments of standard symmetries (Oh and D4h)1.
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S.2 Experimental XANES Results

XANES displays minimal spectral di↵erences as a function of doping concentration, Figure S2.

Slight discrepancies are likely correlated to fluctuating background subtraction or self-absorption

e↵ects. Rising edge feature (7113 eV) was isolated and fit with a two peak Pearson-VII fitting

routine to extract transition angular dependence described by total area of the peak.

Figure S2: Fe K-edge XANES spectra for various concentrations, x (Values defined in legend) of

Li2(Li1�xFex)N.

Figure S3: Angular dependent Fe K-edge XANES fitting, isolating the rising-edge peak of

Li2(Li0.985Fe0.015)N. Dotted lines represent fitted Pearson-VII peaks and dashed lines the total

fitted rising-edge area.
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S.3 L2,3-edge background subtraction

Figure S4 illustrates the background normalisation steps undertaken for the Fe-L2,3 spectra. Pre-

and Post-Edge normalisation is achieved through a linear fit, while Equation S1 models the back-

ground subtraction for the 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 continuum states through a double arc-tangent function2.

f(2pctm) =
hL3

⇡
(arctan(k · (E � EL3)) +

hL2

⇡
(arctan(k · (E � EL2)) (S1)

Heights of the arc-tangent (hL3 and hL2) were set to the approximate minima of each edge while

the energy shift is defined as the inflection point of the corresponding edges, EL3 = 705.7 eV and

EL2 = 720.3 eV, k = 2.0.

Figure S4: a) Background subtraction through linear fitting to pre-edge (690 - 700 eV), b) Normal-

isation of spectra through linear fitting to post-edge (735 - 750 eV), c) 2p continuum subtraction

of equation S1, d) Normalised and background subtracted L2,3-edge spectra of Li2(Li1�xFex)N.
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S.4 Density of States

As described in the main body of text DFT calculations were performed within Quantum-Espresso3

and CASTEP4 of a 3x3x3 supercell Li3N matrix doped with a single Fe atom at the Wycko↵ 1b

position. Interpretation of the converged system included mapping the partial density of states

(pDOS), Figure S5. pDOS calculations are an extension of Mulliken population analysis capable of

isolating the individual bands and orbitals of a selected atom. Unoccupied 4px,y states characterise

the observed rising-edge feature, 7113 eV and 4pz character is shifted to higher energy, as predicted

for a linear coordination through a crystal field model.

Figure S5: (Top) Experimental K-edge XANES of Li2(Li1�xFex)N with nominal concentration x

= 0.0015. (Bottom) LDA+U Partial Density of States analysis of Fe s and p states
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S.5 L2,3-edge Experimental vs CASSCF

ab initio CASSCF calculations by Xu et al. predict the experimentally measured magnetic anisotropy

of Li2(Li1�xFex)N to be ⇠27 meV with either a linear FeI or quasilinear FeII coordination com-

plexes5. Figure S6 shows Quanty6 simulations of L2,3-edge spectra of FeI and FeII valences. The

Slater-Condon-Shortley parameters are reduced to 80% of the calculated Hartree-Fock values to

account for over-estimation of the free ion values. Crystal field splittings were extracted from

CASSCF calculations, Table S1. These simulations indicated Fe(I) provided the most suitable fit

from which crystal field splitting was optimised to best reproduce the experimentally measured

spectra.

Table S1: Quanty6 fitting parameters of simulations presented in Figure 6. Dq, Dt and Ds represent

the ligand field splitting parameters of a D6 h symmetry and ⇠3d the spin-orbit coupling parameter

deduced from Hartree-Fock calculations. Dq set to zero for all calculations. All values defined in

eV.

CASSCF5

Best Sim. Fe(II) Fe(I)

Dt 0.1806 0.1480 0.1829

Ds -0.0257 -0.2300 -0.0786

⇠3d 0.0522 0.039 0.045
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Figure S6: Comparisons of experimental (black), best simulated (red) and Xu et al.5 Fe(II) (blue)

and Fe(I) (green) models of Fe L2,3-edge spectra. Calculation and experimental measurements

undertaken at 4.5 K with L3 peak maximum normalisation (704 - 708 eV). Ligand field parameters

defined in Table S1.
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S.6 Quanty Calculation of Anisotropy Barrier

Quanty calculations achieve a second quantisation approach of analytically simulating core-level

spectroscopy6. Through this technique expectation values of quantum mechanical operators can

be applied to the wavefunctions designated to the n electrons present within the basis set. As a

result of this energy level separation each MJ doublet can be assigned and quantified.

To replicate the magnetic anisotropy determination undertaken experimentally, a temperature

dependent L3-edge simulation was performed, Figure S7. Fitting of Equation 1 determines an

anisotropy energy of E = 36.87±0.22 meV between the ground MJ = ±7/2 and first excited state,

±5/2. As reported for the experimental determination of the anisotropy barrier, the calculation

assumes equal splitting of the MJ ground-states.

This result is aligned with all previously experimentally and theoretically deduced values of mag-

netic anisotropy7,8 and corroborates the technique of utilising L2,3-edge temperature dependence

to extract magnetic anisotropy of complex systems.

Figure S7: Quanty calculations of Fe L3-edge as a function of temperature. Normalised through P1

intensity. (Inlay) Least-squares fit of Equation 1 to Quanty simulation L3 peak ratio with respect

to the inverse absolute temperature.

Figure S8 isolates the spectral contribution of each populatedMJ doublet to identify the spectral

dependence relative to the predominant P1 and P2 features. This figure shows that the intensity

of P1 is uniquely related to the ±7/2 state, verifying the relationship between the temperature
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dependence of the P1 to P2 ratio and the magnetic anisotropy energy.

Figure S8: Fe L2,3 Quanty calculations of the individual MJ ground-states compared to the exper-

imental Li2(Li1�xFex)N spectra. Vertical dashed lines represent P1 and P2.
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Table S2: Expectation values for the J=7/2 manifold based on parameters obtained from the best

fit to the L2,3-edge spectrum of FeI, corresponding to the d-orbital electron occupation, spin, S,

orbital angular momentum, L and total angular momentum, J , oriented parallel to the principle

axis, corresponding with the crystallographic c axis.

E (meV) hdxyi hdxzi hdz2i hdyzi hdx2�y2i hSzi hLzi hJzi

0 0.9998 1.0002 1.9995 1.0005 2.0000 1.4992 2.0008 3.5000

0 2.0000 1.0005 1.9995 1.0002 0.9998 �1.4992 �2.0008 �3.5000

31.94 1.9885 1.0010 1.9991 1.0005 1.0109 �0.4893 �1.9555 �2.4448

31.94 1.0109 1.0005 1.9991 1.0010 1.9885 0.4893 1.9555 2.4448

66.17 1.9993 1.0010 1.9991 1.0003 1.0003 0.4987 1.9987 1.5000

66.17 1.0003 1.0003 1.9991 1.0010 1.9993 �0.4987 �1.9987 �1.5000

102.19 1.9994 1.0006 1.9994 0.9996 1.0010 �1.4978 �1.9978 �0.5000

102.19 1.0010 0.9996 1.9994 1.0006 1.9994 1.4978 1.9978 0.5000
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Chapter 3

L2,3-edge XAS and XMCD of linearly

coordinated transition metal ions: a

study of 3d-4s mixing and spin-orbit

coupling

Fe doped Li3N facilitates novel magnetic properties, however, insight into the ori-

gin of these properties had up to now been lacking, relying primarily on theoretical

techniques. Motivated by a prospective Cu(I) d10 analogue, a systematic quantifi-

cation of Li2(Li1−xTMx)N was pursued through core-level spectroscopic techniques

to investigate how 3d-4s hybridisation, bonding and magnetism vary along the TM

series. L2,3-edge XAS and XMCDmeasurements resolved substantial orbital hybridi-

sation through angular-dependent single-crystal measurements. These results were

corroborated both through ab initio and multiplet calculations, unravelling the nature

of 3d-4s hybridisation and metal-to-ligand charge-transfer properties throughout the
series.
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Abstract

The influence of ds hybridisation due to linear axial ligand fields are predicted for

transition metals, lanthanides and actinides. Transition metal sites possessing a lin-

ear axial ligand field have been shown to behave as single ion magnets (SIMs) with

extremely large energy barriers to spin reversal. This is due to the linear ligand field,

that minimises the quenching of orbital angular momentum and is strongly influenced

by metal 3d-4s orbital hybridisation. In this study, single crystal L2,3-edge absorp-

tion measurements are combined with X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) to
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quantify how spin-orbit coupling, 3d-4s orbital hybridisation and bonding influences the

electronic structure and magnetism of mono-valent linear TM sites in, Li2(Li1−xTMx)N

where TM = Mn, Fe, Co, Ni and Cu. It is found that mixing of 3dz2 character into

the unoccupied 4s orbital opens up additional transitions at the L2,3-edge, providing a

route to evaluate 3d-4s hybridisation. These transitions are distinguished from metal-

ligand, dδ and dπ, charge-transfer satellites present, due to their distinctive angular

dependence. The observed evidence of 3d-4s hybridisation and metal-ligand covalency

are interpreted via charge-transfer ligand-field multiplet theory and ab initio calcu-

lations. The ligand field splitting of the series follow a trend in energy such that

d (σ) < d (δ) < d (π). XMCD analysis is applied to decompose the spin and orbital

contributions to magnetisation for the series. In addition to 3d-4s hybridisation, sig-

nificant 3dx2−y2,xy-Lδ and 3dxz,yz-Lπ bonding is observed and proposed to stabilise

TM sites from Renner–Teller vibronic coupling and pseudo Jahn–Teller distortions of

which are integral to the high-performance SIM properties present in Li2(Li1−xFex)N .

Introduction

The growing prevalence of low coordination complexes has attracted pronounced interest

within molecular magnetism due to exceptional energy barriers to magnetisation reversal at

the single-ion level, resulting in a bi-stability of magnetism devoid of long-range ordering.

Potential applications for molecular magnets include high-density data storage,1 quantum

computation,2 and magnetic field sensing.3 Targeting highly symmetric linear transition

metal complexes facilitates an unquenched orbital angular momentum (L) unperturbed by

Jahn-Teller distortions. Prominent examples of linear single ion magnets (SIMs) include

di-valent [Co(C(SiMe3)3)2]
4 and mono-valent [Fe(C(SiMe3)3)2]

− 5 which exhibit magnetic re-

manence and slow magnetic relaxation. The former achieves a non-Aufbau ground-state

with maximal orbital angular momentum, L = 3 resulting from competing ligand-field sta-

bilisation and interelectronic repulsions of low-lying near-degenerate states; while the latter
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exhibits a monovalent L = 2 ground-state with 3dz2 at lowest energy. Energy reduction

of the ndz2 orbital has been predicted by DFT and ligand-field theories6–8 and ab initio

calculations9 due to nd − (n+ 1) s orbital hybridisation extending from transition metals

to lanthanides and actinides, where n is the principle quantum number (Figure 1). These

studies highlight a preference of molecular moiety linearity that minimises the presence of

pseudo-Jahn-Teller contributions correlated to reduced symmetry analogues, significantly

reducing the resultant magnetic anisotropic properties. The presence of nd − (n+ 1) s or-

bital mixing can significantly enhance hyperfine interactions.10 Exploitation of this effect has

led to enhanced quantum clock transitions that are proposed as a route to increase phase

time memory in the application of quantum computing.11 Despite both fundamental and

applied implications of nd − (n+ 1) s mixing on electronic structure and magnetism, there

have been very few experimental experimental studies12 and therefore to date most inter-

pretation stems from theory. Thus, this study investigates ds hybridisation of an extended

solid-state dopant series, Li2(Li1−xTMx)N where TM = Mn, Fe, Co, Ni and Cu, through

angular dependent single-crystal X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and X-ray magnetic

circular dichroism (XMCD) measurements in conjunction with charge-transfer ligand-field

multiplet and ab initio calculations.

Figure 1: Illustration of energy reordering d-orbitals within linear TM system exhibiting
ndz2-(n+ 1) s orbital hybridisation.

Previous experimental quantification of Li2(Li1−xFex)N confirms a 1+ valence where the
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3dz2 orbital is fully occupied due to energy stabilisation via 3d-4s hybridisation.13 The ex-

tended solid-state system of Li3N has proved an exemplary compound to accommodate high-

spin transition metal dopant sites at the single-ion level from Mn through to Ni.14 Variable-

field magnetisation measurements confirm the presence of alternating magnetic anisotropy

of easy-planar (Mn, Co) to easy-axis (Fe, Ni) with the Fe analogue exhibiting amongst the

largest spin reversal barriers of a transition metal SIM, Ueff = 33 meV,13,15,16 and relaxation

times approaching the highest performing Dy(III) complexes, τ being of the order of∼104 s.16

However, while magnetometry could probe the field dependence of total magnetisation, a

generalised interpretation of the spin and orbital contributions to magnetic properties were

precluded. In this study, X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) is applied to obtain a

holistic insight into the origin of the observed magnetic properties in terms of spin and or-

bital contributions for the Li2(Li1−xTMx)N series. Furthermore, angular dependent L2,3-edge

XAS is found to exhibit sensitivity to 3d-4s mixing and metal ligand covalency. Together,

these detailed insights are found to be imperative to interpreting the electronic structure and

magnetic properties of the linear transition metal series. The experimental results of this

study are supported via both charge-transfer ligand-field multiplet and ab initio calculations

providing important complimentary insight into electronic and magnetic properties across

the Li2(Li1−xTMx)N series.

Methods

Preparation of Li2(Li1−xTMx)N

Synthesis of Li2(Li1−xTMx)N single crystals (where TM = Mn, Fe, Co, Ni and Cu) was

achieved through a Li-rich solution to the desired concentration, of x = 0.01. Detailed

information on crystal synthesis is reported by Jesche and Canfield.17 Metal-ion substi-

tution within the α-Li3N matrix replaces a Li-ion situated at the 1b Wyckoff position.

Li2(Li1−xTMx)N crystallises as a hexagonal lattice of Li2N layers alternating with Li1−xTMx
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planes perpendicular to the crystallographic c axis.

Figure 2: [Li14TMN2]
9+ fragment utilised for TD-DFT and CASSCF calculations where TM

ions replace the Li-ion at the 1b-Wyckoff position.
.

Experimental

L2,3-edge XAS and XMCD measurements were performed at the I10-BLADE high-field mag-

net end station at Diamond Light Source. Fast energy scans were acquired for each transition

metal ion at the respective metal L2,3-edges; Mn (620 - 690 eV), Fe (690 - 755 eV), Co (750 -

840 eV), Ni (835 - 920 eV) and Cu (920 - 1000 eV), each at 0.1 eV energy intervals. Measure-

ments were performed at 21 K within an ultra-high vacuum (10−10 bar). Total fluorescence

yield (TFY) was acquired in a back-scattering geometry using a 10x10 mm2 silicon diode

with a 150 nm Al cover to filter out emitted electrons. Single crystals were mounted with

Torr Seal within an argon atmosphere, <0.5 ppm O2 and H2O glovebox, onto a copper sam-

ple holder and transferred into the XMCD loadlock through a nitrogen-purged glove bag.

XMCD measurements were performed at 14 T and collected through the individual detection

of right (σr) and left (σl) circular polarisation with total fluorescence yield (TFY) detection.

XAS measurements were acquired through linear horizontal polarisation (σh) with TFY de-

tection. Background subtraction of XAS spectra were performed with a linear fitting of the
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pre-edge and normalised through a linear fitting of the post-edge. The 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 con-

tinuum transitions were subtracted through a double arctangent function (Further details of

background subtraction see Supplementary Information of Huzan et al. 13).

Computational

Multiplet calculations

The quantification of charge-transfer ligand field splitting is modelled through multiplet

simulations undertaken using the many-body scripting language, Quanty.18 Quanty input

files for the simulation of L2,3-edge fluorescence XAS and XMCD were adapted from tem-

plates generated in Crispy.19 Atomic multiplets are given by the Slater-Condon-Shortley

integrals, F k
dd, F

k
pd (Coulomb) and Gk

pd, G
k
ds, G

k
ps (exchange). An 80% weighting is applied

to Hartree-Fock deduced values accounting for the over-estimation of electron-electron re-

pulsions of the free ion. The 2p5 spin-orbit coupling values, ξ2p of all transition metal ions

remain consistent with the atomic values. The 3dn spin-orbit coupling parameters, ξ3d of

Mn and Ni, are left consistent with atomic values. The Fe and Co spin-orbit coupling pa-

rameters are scaled to experimentally deduced values provided by temperature-dependent

L2,3-edge XAS13 and EPR20 measurements, respectively. The local symmetry of each transi-

tion metal complex is represented in the D∞h point group, which is equivalent to D6h when

Dq = 0. This results in a ligand field d-orbital energy splitting of an A1g(dz2) singlet, and

two E doublets, E1g(dxy, dyz) and E2g(dx2−y2 ,dxy) with energies that are adjusted through the

crystal field parameters, Ds and Dt. Orbital covalency is considered via a metal-to-ligand

charge-transfer configuration with an energy separation, ∆L and valence bond configuration

interaction mixing given by VL.21 Where required, differential symmetry adapted metal to lig-

and charge-transfer22 is introduced to reproduce back-bonding contributions of the π and δ-

bonds. Ligand back-donation is treated with parameters, Vπ and Vδ and individual ∆ values,

∆π and ∆δ. Contributions of 3d-4s hybridisation is symmetry restricted to the d (σ)-orbital

(3dz2) and introduced with an energy separation, ∆4s and orbital overlap parameter, V4s.
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Additionally, further exchange Slater-Condon-Shortley integrals are included in the ground,

G2
ds and excited states, G1

ps, G
2
ds. The ground state is expressed as a linear combination of∣∣3dN〉 , ∣∣3dN−14s〉 and

∣∣3dN−1L−〉 and was systematically explored by fitting calculated spec-

tra to experiment, to comprehensively deduce the independent bonding contributions for the

series of linear transition metal complexes studied. The charge-transfer ligand-field multiplet

parameters were informed by the Cu TD-DFT calculations (discussed below) including the

relative energy ordering of characteristic satellite features of s (σ) < L (δ) < L (π).

ab initio calculations

Time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) and complete active space self-consistent

field (CASSCF) calculations presented in this work were performed using the quantum chem-

istry software suite, ORCA, version 5.0.2.23 Structural optimisation of N-TM-N bond lengths

were calculated through energy minimisation of DFT-SCF calculations for TM = Mn, Ni

and Cu of the [Li14TMN2]
9+ fragment, Figure 2; EXAFS deduced bond lengths were used

for Fe13 and Co.24 Calculations used a combination of the def2-TZVPP, def2-TZVP and

def2-SVP all-electron basis sets for the transition metal, nitrogen and lithium atoms, respec-

tively. Scalar relativistic effects are included through the second-order Douglas-Kroll-Hess

(DKH2) method. TD-DFT calculations applying the BP86 functional were performed with

spin multiplicity of the metal centre defined as 2S+1 = 1 and fragment charge of +9, Figure

2. Unit cell symmetry was constrained to replicate the D6h symmetry of α-Li3N; previous

Fe K-edge Li2(Li1−xFex)N studies highlighted the strict linearity of the metal-nitrogen bond.

There was no significant deviation in the simulated spectroscopic line shape upon varying

the Cu-N bond lengths within a reasonable range. Saturation of the spectroscopic features

required 150 roots per multiplet, and an empirical shift of 9.33 eV was applied to match the

experimental data. State averaged CASSCF calculations in conjunction with N-electron-

valence perturbation theory (NEVPT2) were performed with an active space of N electrons

in five orbital (N,5), where N = 6 through to 9 for TM = Mn (25 quintets, 135 triplets and
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50 singlets), Fe (40 quartets and 80 doublets), Co (30 triplets and 15 singlets) and Ni (5 dou-

blets). The CASSCF-NEVPT2 results were projected using the ab initio ligand field theory

(AILFT)25,26 method available within ORCA upon the d-orbital basis set giving ligand field

parameters (Ds, Dt), Slater integrals (B and C) and spin-orbit coupling (ξ3dn) for all the

metal ions. These parameters were implemented within Quanty to calculate the fluorescence-

XAS spectra with absorption final state Slater integrals calculated from Hartree-Fock theory

scaled to 80%. Broadenings of all calculated transitions were convolved with a full-width

half-maximum Gaussian of 0.25 eV representative of the experimental instrument resolution,

and a varying Lorentzian broadening over the L3 and L2-edges to account for the core-hole

lifetimes (Tabulated values provided in Supplementary Information).

Further DFT calculations on Li2(Li1−xCux)N presented in this work were performed

using the plane-wave pseudopotential DFT method available within the code CASTEP.27

Generalised-gradient approximation for the exchange-correlation energy was selected in the

form of PBE functional revised for solids.28 Self-consistently generated ultrasoft pseudopo-

tentials were used for both PBE and PBE+U calculations. A kinetic energy cutoff of 750

eV for the wave function, together with a (6x6x6) Monkhorst-Pack k-point grid, were de-

termined as parameters for convergence calculations. A (10x10x10) k-point grid was used

instead for calculating the density of states (DOS). Self-consistent calculations were per-

formed to a convergence value of 1×10−7 eV. Due to the isolated nature of Cu atoms in

Li2(Li1−xCux)N, we operated with a 3x3x3 supercell constructed from the hexagonal cell of

Li3N with a single dopant atom, having space group P6/mmm. The structure was generated

using the sample method as previously reported for Li2(Li1−xFex)N.13 A smearing of 0.1 eV

was applied to the computed eigenvalues to improve the k-point convergence. The angular

dependence of Cu L3-edge was calculated, including the effects of core-hole29 and using the

same k-point grid as previously used for the DOS. The ground state DFT was also expanded

by expressing the exchange-correlation potential in terms of local-density band theory via the

PBE+U method.30 The electronic properties were calculated with the simplified, rotational-
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invariant formulation developed within the linear response approach.31 An effective U value

of 3 eV was included in the calculations. Based on the ground-state energy evaluation and

the spectroscopic results, angular-momentum dependent orbital occupation was determined

with Löwdin charge analysis on top of ground-state, converged DFT wavefunctions. X-ray

absorption spectra were computed by extracting the matrix elements for electronic interband

transitions from the ground state DFT, including the local effects of the 2p core-hole as im-

plemented in the code CASTEP. An energy shift of 933.38 eV was applied to match the

experimental data and normalised through trapezoidal integration of the simulated spec-

trum. Transition broadening as a consequence of instrumental resolution (Gaussian) and

core-lifetime effects (Lorentzian) was set as 0.2 and 0.7 eV FWHM, respectively.

Results and Analysis

Cu(I) L2,3-edge XAS and DFT

Single-crystal L2,3-edge XMCD measurements of Li2(Li1−xCux)N show no dichroism at 21 K

and 14 T (Figure S1). The absence of XMCD is consistent with a monovalent oxidation state

(closed shell Cu-3d10). This confirms that previously reported evidence of Li2(Li1−xCux)N

magnetism via magnetic susceptibility is due to the presence of paramagnetic impurities.32,33

Linearly horizontal polarised L2,3-edge XAS of Li2(Li1−xCux)N display a rich single-crystal

angular dependence. Figure 3a shows single-crystal Li2(Li1−xCux)N measurements acquired

over a range of angles from 0 to 70◦, where 0◦ corresponds with the electric vector E ⊥ c

and 90◦ with E ‖ c. The L2,3-edge XAS of d10 Cu(I) is known to exhibit weak dipole

transitions into states with unoccupied Cu 4s orbital character,34 and no angular dependence

is expected. The L2,3-edge XAS of Li2(Li1−xCux)N exhibits multiple transitions that carry

a strong angular dependence. The L3 and L2 edges are very similar; however, the L3-edge

has a higher spectral resolution, and therefore, analysis of transitions are focused on this

region of the spectra. The Cu L3-edge features are dominated by three (I-III) distinct sets of
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Figure 3: a,[b])) Single crystal angular dependent Cu L2,3[L3]-edge measurements. (Top)
Experimental spectra with background subtraction. (Bottom) TD-DFT calculated spectra.
([Bottom]) Periodic-DFT calculated spectra. 0◦ corresponds with E ⊥ c and 90◦ with E
‖ c (c)) Löewdin deduced molecular orbital densities with corresponding molecular bonding
characters. d) DFT calculated project Density of States (pDOS), visualising predominant
contributions of Cu-d states above the Fermi energy level.
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peaks centred at 934.4, 937.4 and 940.1 eV, respectively. Interestingly, peaks I and II exhibit

opposing angular dependence. The angular dependence of peak III is composed of multiple

overlapping features following a less pronounced angular dependence than I and II.

To assist the transition assignment and investigate the electronic structure further, den-

sity functional theory (DFT) calculations are applied to simulate the measured spectra.

Since Li2(Li1−xCux)N is a dopant within an extended solid, it is necessary to identify if the

Cu L3-edge XAS final states are localised to the immediate Cu coordination environment,

or if significant transition intensity relates to the band structure of the Li3N crystal. To

address this question, both molecular and periodic DFT calculations are applied to simulate

the measured spectra. Both methods are found to accurately reproduce the Cu L3-edge XAS

spectral shape and angular dependence (Figure 3a and b). This confirms that the molecular

TD-DFT model based on a [Li14CuN2]
9+ fragment suitably captures the essential electronic

structure of Li2(Li1−xCux)N at the dopant sites. The observed peaks can be assigned as

resulting from the admixture of Cu 3d character into the lowest energy unoccupied orbitals

of the local dopant environment. Peak I has maximum intensity with the X-ray electric

vector (E) parallel with the principle c-axis, and therefore, can be assigned as relating to

states with strong Cu-σ mixing. Peak II, with opposing angular dependence to I, is assigned

as relating to states with Cu-δ mixing. Peak III has a similar but less resolved angular

dependencies than peak II and originates from Cu-π mixing. Löewdin population analysis

supports this interpretation (See Supplementary Information). Unoccupied orbitals relating

to peak I final states are found to be a competition of N donation and strong Cu 3d-4s mix-

ing, with 4.9% unoccupied Cu-s and 25% unoccupied Cu-dz2 character in addition to 20%

N character. Unoccupied orbitals relating to peak II final states exhibit strong δ bonding,

with 30.6% unoccupied Cu-dx2−y2,xy character. Unoccupied orbitals relating to peak III final

states exhibit pronounced unoccupied Cu-dxz,yz character, 1.9% with mixing into both N

and Li (see the SI for details).

The molecular TD-DFT natural transition orbitals for peaks I, II and III are shown in
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Figure 3c from which characteristic Cu-dz2-s (σ), Cu-dx2−y2,xy (δ) and Cu-dxz,yz (π) orbital

shapes can be observed. This assignment is independently confirmed in the projected density

of states resulting from the periodic DFT calculation, Figure 3d.

Ni(I) to Mn(I) L2,3-edge XAS and XMCD

Figure 4: Normal (light), ki ‖ c and grazing (dark), ki70◦c incidence single crystal X-ray
absorption spectra of Li2(Li1−xTMx)N , where TM = Mn, Fe, Co, Ni and Cu performed at
21 K.

An overview of single-crystal L2,3-edge XAS measurements for Li2(Li1−xTMx)N series

are shown in Figure 4. The spectra gain complexity from Cu(I) (d10) through to Mn(I) (d6)

due to the increasing number of d-holes that introduce additional dipole transitions into

unoccupied ligand-field and multiplet final-states.

Two large L3 and L2 absorption peaks are observed in going from Cu(I) (3d10) to Ni(I)

(3d9) due to the 3d-hole. The Ni(I) L3 and L2 edge peaks have opposing angular dependence

with the L3-edge showing a maximum intensity with E parallel to the crystallographic c-axis

and the L2-edge showing a maximum intensity with E perpendicular to the crystallographic

c-axis. This angular dependence is unique to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital being of

3dxz,yz character (see SI for further details). The satellite intensity features at energies greater

than the main L3 and L2 absorption peaks closely resemble the Cu(I) spectra. Furthermore,
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the satellites also share the same angular dependencies as the Cu(I) spectra.

The Li2(Li1−xCox)N L2,3-edge spectra exhibit the same angular dependencies of the L3

and L2 edge peaks as Ni(I). This indicates that the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital is

also of 3dxz,yz character. The main L3 and L2 edge peaks for Co(I) are more intense relative

to Ni(I), which is consistent with an additional 3dxz,yz-hole made available in going from 3d9

to 3d8. The Co(I) spectra also exhibits an additional peak (1.3 eV) nested between the main

edge peaks and the satellites due to 2p-3d multiplet effects present in the absorption final

state.

Spectral assignment of the L2,3-edge XAS of Fe(I) and Mn(I) requires ligand-field multi-

plet theory analysis. However, it is clear that the Ni to Mn series all show strong satellite

intensities at energies extending above the L3 and L2 edges resembling the Cu(I) spectrum.

However, the satellite intensities increasingly overlap with the 2p→ 3d, L2,3 absorption edges

in going from Ni(I) to Mn(I).

CASSCF interpretation

Figure 5: Energies and Löewdin orbital compositions as percentages of 3d, 4s and ligand
character of Li2(Li1−xTMx)N (where TM = Mn, Fe, Co and Ni). d-orbital energies calculated
as one electron eigenfunctions within an AILFT and NEVPT2 calculation.

Ab initio ligand field theory (AILFT) was employed to obtain insights into the ligand-field

multiplet structure of the transition metal L2,3-edge XAS spectra series. The calculations
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predict the d-orbital splitting of the Li2(Li1−xTMx)N series, Figure 5. Each transition metal

ion exhibits strong 3d-4s hybridisation with a fully occupied 3dz2 orbital at lowest energy.

From Mn(I) to Ni(I), the d-orbital splitting narrows in energy due to the varying extent of

4s admixture and N-σ donation into the 3dz2 orbital.

AILFT calculations provide ligand-field splitting, Slater integrals and spin-orbit cou-

pling parameters, from which the L2,3-edge XAS can be calculated, Figure S3. The general

ligand-field multiplet structure and angular dependences are reasonably reproduced in the

simulations, confirming the +1 oxidation state for the series and a fully occupied 3dz2 or-

bital. The charge transfer satellites present at the high energy side of the L3 and L2 edges

in the measured spectra are missing from the simulations, as expected for the ab initio cal-

culation that is limited to a CASSCF active space including only five 3d valence orbitals.

The simulated Mn and Fe L2,3-edge intensities are distributed over a wide range of energies,

indicating how multiplet features also provide significant intensity contributions to the high

energy side of the L3 and L2 edges. The simulated Co(I) and Ni(I) spectra are much simpler

in comparison to Mn(I) and Fe(I) due to the reduced number of multiplet and ligand-field

final states. The simulated Co(I) spectrum reproduces the multiplet structure on the high

energy side of the edges, and both the Ni(I) and Co(I) spectrum simulations exhibit angular

dependence as observed experimentally.

Charge transfer multiplet interpretation

Linearly polarised Ni L2,3-edge XAS measurements are shown in Figure 6 with XMCD results

Figure 7l and S2. The Ni L2 and L3-edge satellite intensities are very similar and show the

same angular dependence. However, the L3-edge satellites are better resolved; hence analysis

of the satellite intensities is focused on the former part of the spectrum. The satellites include

three distinct features, labelled I, II and III, with different angular dependencies that exhibit

equivalent σ, δ and π features as the Cu L2,3-edge XAS. Charge transfer ligand field multiplet

theory simulations accurately reproduce the satellites in the Ni L2,3-edge XAS spectra. This
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Figure 6: Single crystal angular dependent Ni L2,3-edge measurements. (Top) Experimental
spectra with background subtraction. (Bottom) Charge transfer multiplet calculation. 0◦

corresponds with E ⊥ c and 90◦ with E ‖ c performed at 21 K and 14 T.

Figure 7: Normal incidence, ki ‖ c, single crystal Li2(Li1−xTMx)N (where TM = Mn, Fe and
Co) XAS (a, d, g) (σh), circular polarisation absorption (b, e, h) (σr and σl), and XMCD
(c, f, i) (σr - σl) spectra of experimental (black) and optimised charge transfer multiplet
calculations (colour) performed at 21 K and 14 T.

.
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calculation confirms the presence of 3d-4s mixing and metal to ligand donation via both

d-δ and d-σ symmetries. Each satellite feature is distinct and is consistent with the spectral

assignments made for Li2(Li1−xCux)N , s (σ) < L (δ) < L (π). The XMCD of Li2(Li1−xNix)N

is negative at both the L3 and L2 edges, indicating a strongly spin-orbit coupled ground state,

Figure 7l and S2. The resultant XMCD is reproduced by the charge-transfer ligand-field

multiplet model (Further discussion provided in Supplementary Information).

Single-crystal L2,3-edge XAS and XMCD for Co(I), Fe(I) and Mn(I) measured with ki

and H parallel to the crystallographic c-axis are shown in Figure 7 and with ki and H

applied within the a-b plane are shown in Figure S4. The experimental results are shown

with the related charge-transfer ligand-field multiplet calculations. Ligand-field multiplet

effects distribute intensity over the full L2,3-edge region, prohibiting clear isolation of charge

transfer satellites. To limit over parameterisation, the multiplet models, shown in Figure

7, for Co(I), Fe(I) and Mn(I) include only 3d-4s hybridisation and d-π metal-ligand charge

transfer.

Discussion

The application of sum-rule analysis through XMCD measurements is frequently utilised to

unravel spin and orbital contributions to the total magnetic moment. The validity of this

technique has been discussed in several reviews, with errors approaching ±30%.35,36 Since

single-crystals of Li2(Li1−xTMx)N are electrically insulating, total-electron yield detection is

inhibited therefore limiting experimental measurements to fluorescence yield detection, which

exhibits state and angular-dependent fluorescence decay channels that deviate significantly

from the absorption cross-section. The detection method, therefore limits the utility of sum

rule analysis even further, with errors proposed in excess of ±50%.37 Therefore, analysis of

charge-transfer ligand-field multiplet fits are used to extract the lowest energy expectation

values for ms, ml and mj for each TM compound. Table 1 shows the energy and related ms,
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ml and mj expectation values for Mn(I) through to Ni(I). The easy-plane magnetisation for

both Li2(Li1−xMnx)N and Li2(Li1−xCox)N
14 can be understood due to their orbital quenched,

ground states resultant from a21ge
2
2ge

2
1g and a21ge

4
2ge

2
1g configurations respectively. Zero-field

splitting of the S = 2 and S = 1 ground-state multiplets for Mn(I) and Co(I) are responsible

for the easy-plane type magnetisation observed by single crystal magnetisation measurement

(Representative Zeeman calculations are provided within the Supplementary Information).

The analysis finds Ni(I) to exhibit a spin-orbit coupled 2P3/2 ground state, of total angular

momentum of J = 3/2 (S = 1/2 and L = 1) and Fe(I) has a 4D7/2 ground state as

previously reported.13 This analysis of the lowest energy eigenstates are cross-examined

against CASSCF results, Figure 8. Consistent agreement between the semi-empirical and ab

initio results are found for the complete series.

Angular dependent single-crystal L2,3-edge XAS for the Li2(Li1−xTMx)N series enables

identification of multiple satellite intensities that relate to both 3dz2 enhanced 4s transi-

tions and metal-ligand δ and π back-bonding. This is most clearly observed in the case of

Li2(Li1−xCux)N since the closed 3d10 shell precludes the presence of 2p → 3d transitions.

The resultant Li2(Li1−xCux)N L2,3-edge XAS spectra can be accurately simulated within

either a molecular or periodic DFT framework. Mulliken population analysis of the σ anti-

bonding orbital is calculated to exhibit 20.9% Cu-3dz2, 30.2% Cu-4s with the majority of

the remaining character as being N-2pz and Li -2s character

Charge-transfer ligand-field multiplet simulations to accurately reproduce the single-

crystal L2,3-edge XAS and XMCD of Li2(Li1−xNix)N require 32.5% 3dz2 character in the

4s(σ) anti-bonding orbital. Similarly, 29% 3dz2 into the 4s(σ) anti-bonding orbital is re-

quired to simulate the Li2(Li1−xCox)N spectra. For Fe(I) and Mn(I) the 2p→ 3d transitions

conceal the satellite intensities relating to 3dz2 enhanced 4s transitions. However, a more

reproducible fit to the L2,3-edge XAS and XMCD is obtained by including significant 3d-4s

hybridisation.
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Table 1: Expectation values of the lowest-lying wavefunctions corresponding to the
anisotropic energy barriers, Fig.8 of Li2(Li1−xTMx)N. E, ms, ml, and mj correspond to
eigenvalue calculations of energy, spin, orbital angular momentum and total angular mo-
mentum. Energy values in meV.

TM 〈E〉 〈ms〉 〈ml〉 〈mj〉
Mn 0.00 0.000 0.000

0.25 ±1.022 ±0.002
0.98 ±2.045 ±0.002

Fe 0.00 ±1.505 ±2.002 ±3.506
31.88 ±0.504 ±2.001 ±2.505
65.92 ±0.498 ∓1.999 ∓1.501

101.67 ±1.503 ∓2.000 ∓0.497
Co 0.00 0.000 0.000

4.14 ±0.910 ±0.010
Ni 0.00 ±0.486 ±0.948 ±1.471

75.66 ±0.501 ∓0.933 ±0.432

Figure 8: Charge-transfer ligand-field multiplet (colour) and AILFT (black) determined
energy level diagrams of Li2(Li1−xTMx)N exhibiting easy-planar, Mn and Co and easy-axis,
Fe and Ni anisotropic barriers.
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Conclusions and Outlook

A comprehensive study of electronic structure and magnetism is presented for mono-valent

linear coordinated transition metal ions TM = Mn, Fe, Co, Ni and Cu doped in Li2(Li1−xTMx)N

at low concentration (nominal x=0.01). L2,3-edge XAS spectra of the series are found to ex-

hibit strong satellite intensities on the high-energy sides of the edges. The satellites have

distinctive angular dependencies that enables a precise assignment of transitions in accor-

dance with orbital symmetry. This includes transitions into states with hybridised TM 3d-4s

character, and therefore we identify L2,3-edge XAS as a probe for the experimental quan-

tification of ds mixing. The interpretation of the observed spectral satellites are backed

up by theory, including molecular based and periodic DFT. A charge-transfer ligand-field

multiplet model is developed that introduces 3dz2-4s mixing to simulate L2,3-edge XAS spec-

tra including satellites and their angular dependencies. Further satellites are identified to

originate from metal to ligand charge-transfer of L (δ) and L (π) symmetries, an assignment

that is also backed up by charge-transfer ligand-field multiplet theory and DFT. The ligand

field splitting of 3d orbitals, as obtained from L2,3-edge XAS analysis and AILFT-CASSCF

calculations, all follow the same energetic ordering, s (σ) < L (δ) < L (π).

Single crystal L2,3-edge XMCD measurements provide insight into the origin of observed

alternating magnetic anisotropy within the series from Mn(I) to Ni(I). Decomposition of spin

and orbital contributions to the total magnetic moment are extracted from charge-transfer

ligand-field multiplet calculations. This analysis provides definitive explanation for orbital

angular momentum quenched, easy-plane magnetism for Mn and Co, and first-order spin-

orbit coupled, easy-axis magnetism for Fe and Ni. The energy barriers to magnetic relaxation

with their dominant MS or MJ composition are calculated via multiplet and CASSCF theory

show good agreement. Li2(Li1−xNix)N calculations predict the largest Ueff ≈ 75 meV of

any currently published TM-SIM. Despite this variable-field magnetisation measurements

show no indication of magnetic hysteresis.14 The spin relaxation mechanism suppressing any

existence of a bi-stability of magnetism requires further investigation.
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Linear transition metal SIMs provide prospective applications as rare-earth-free high-

performance magnets, with low coordinate symmetries amongst the most desirable in ap-

proaching the single ion magnetic anisotropy limit. Vibronic modes introduced via Renner-

Teller contributions are known to significantly reduce magnetic anisotropy barriers.38 It is

proposed that strong covalent 3dxz,yz-Nπ and 3dx2−y2,xy-Liδ bonding shield the D6h symmetry

dopant pocket from vibronic effects.

This study highlights the profound orbital hybridisation within linear transition metal

complexes with direct implications on quantum technological developments.2 The admix-

ture of s-orbital hybridisation has been correlated to an increase in the electron-nuclear

Fermi contact interaction, which subsequently maximises the hyperfine structure interac-

tions.11 Harnessing the admixture of s-character through extended solid-state systems offers

an alternative approach in the tuning of magnetic and nuclear properties of the metal ions,

facilitating as of yet unexplored synthetic domains.
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S.1 Cu L2,3-edge XMCD

Figure S1 presents experimental Li2(Li1−xCux)N L2,3-edge XMCD measurement. The absence of

any dichroism is indicative of a system exhibiting no magnetic phenomena upon application of

a 14T field. This strongly suggests a near-closed shell Cu(I), d10 valence with spectral features

corresponding to orbital and ligand hybridisation; full discussion within the main body of text.

Figure S1: Single crystal Li2(Li1−xCux)N L2,3-edge spectra. (Top) Normal incidence, ki ∥ c, circu-

larly polarised absorption, (σl and σr) and (bottom) XMCD (σl - σr) L2,3-edge spectra performed

at 21K and 14T.
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S.2 Ni(I) absorption cross-section selection rules

Figure S2 presents ligand-field calculations of Ni(I), d9 L2,3-edge XAS and XMCD angular depen-

dencies. Ni(I) presents the simplest illustration of an L2,3-edge calculations dependent solely on the

orbital location of the lone hole. The presence of an Ni L2-edge, 869.7 eV, within the experimental

spectra (Figure 6) forbids an atomic-like description of the Ni ion exhibiting maximal Hund’s rule

occupancy, (L = 2) (Figure S2e); by virtue of a completely filled 3d1/2 state. While this is not un-

foreseen through rudimentary ligand-field arguments, the observed opposing angular dependencies

within the experimental measurements of the L3 and L2 edges (Figure S2b) compels an electronic

ordering of d (σ) < d (δ) < d (π) or d (δ) < d (σ) < d (π); as an unoccupied d(σ) orbital (L = 0)

would exhibit an incorrect negative-positive XMCD signal Figure S2h. This technique facilitates

an understanding of the general electronic occupation of the Ni(I); but it is limited to primitive

labelling of the lone hole. To further quantify the electronic ordering of the complete d-orbital

manifolds ab initio and charge-transfer ligand-field multiplet calculations are utilised within the

main-body of the text.
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Figure S2: Ni L2,3-edge charge-transfer ligand-field multiplet calculations of (a, d, g) X-ray absorp-

tion, (b, e, h) and X-ray magnetic circular dichroism calculations with representative electronic

(d9) occupations. Itterative angular dependent calculations performed with incident, ki ∥ c (0◦)

through to ki ⊥ c (90◦) at 21K and 14T.
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S.3 Mulliken and Löewdin population analysis of Cu DFT

Table S1 presents metal and ligand anti-bonding molecular orbital character as calculated through

Mulliken and Löewdin population analysis. Orbital multiplicities are denoted in square parentheses

of symmetrically equivalent ligand orbital sites. For conciseness, orbital character is limited to

percentage character above 1%.

Table S1: Metal and ligand anti-bonding Mulliken (top) and Löewdin (bottom) deduced molecular

orbital characters (%) of TD-DFT Cu L2,3-edge transitions, Figure 3a.

Mulliken

Peak I Peak II Peak III

Cu s 30.2 Cu dx2−y2 46.9 Cu dxy 46.9 Cu dxz -5.2 Cu dyz -5.2

Cu dz2 20.9 Li py [x4] 6.4 Li s [x4] 2.7 N px [x2] 2.8 N py [x2] 2.8

N s [x2] 1.1 Li s [x8] 2.0 Li px [x8] 4.0 Li s [x4] 15.9 Li s [x8] 11.9

N pz [x2] 8.3 Li pz [x4] 1.3 Li pz [x8] 1.0

Li s [x12] 2.6 Li px [x8] -2.3 Li py [x12] -1.7

Li s [x2] 2.2 Li px [x2] 3.3 Li py [x2] 3.3

Li s [x8] 4.4

Löewdin

Peak I Peak II Peak III

Cu s 4.8 Cu dx2−y2 35.8 Cu dxy 35.8 Cu dxz 3.9 Cu dyz 3.9

Cu dz2 28.2 Li py [x4] 8.2 Li s [x4] 1.1 N px [x2] 3.6 N py [x2] 3.6

N s [x2] 4.7 Li px [x8] 1.7 Li px [x8] 4.5 Li s [x4] 2.2 Li s [x8] 2.5

N pz [x2] 7.2 Li py [x8] 1.7 Li pz [x4] 6.7 Li pz [x8] 5.0

Li s [x12] 2.6 Li pz [x8] 1.7 Li py [x4] 1.6

Li px [x2] 11.5 Li py [x2] 11.5

6
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S.4 Multiplet Parameters

Figure S3: Normal (light), ki ∥ c and grazing (dark), ki70
◦c incidence single crystal X-ray absorption

spectra of Li2(Li1−xTMx)N , where TM = Mn, Fe, Co and Ni calculated through AILFT deduced

multiplet calculations (Table S3) at 21K.

7
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Table S2: Ground (GS, 3dn) and excited-state (ES, 2p53dn−1) charge-transfer ligand-field

multiplet parameters of optimised Li2(Li1−xTMx)N L2,3-edge calculations; all values in

eV.

Li2(Li1−xNix)N Li2(Li1−xCox)N Li2(Li1−xFex)N Li2(Li1−xMnx)N

GS ES GS ES GS ES GS ES

F 2
dd 8.8672 9.5120 8.3440 9.0088 7.8088 8.4976 7.2576 7.9768

F 4
dd 5.4680 5.8744 5.1448 5.5632 4.8136 5.2472 4.4720 4.9248

F 2
pd 5.6784 5.2992 4.9136 4.5216

G1
pd 4.2096 3.8920 3.5704 3.2448

G3
pd 2.3944 2.2128 2.0296 1.8432

G2
ds 0.9656 0.8584 0.9704 0.8560 0.9768 0.8569 0.9888 0.8576

G1
ps 0.1472 0.1456 0.1440 0.1424

ξ2p 11.509 9.750 8.530 7.121

ξ3d 0.074 0.093 0.0541 0.0691 0.0522 0.0682 0.035 0.046

Ds -0.0429 -0.0429 -0.0729 -0.0729 0.186 0.186 -0.0286 -0.0286

Dt 0.2324 0.2324 0.2683 0.2683 0.2011 0.2011 0.1789 0.1789

∆4s 1.25 2.25 0.458 1.458 1.67 2.67 1.38 2.38

V4s 7.49 7.49 5.37 5.37 2.68 2.68 2.12 2.12

∆[δ]π [4.40] 6.80 [5.40] 7.80 2.40 3.40 2.25 3.25 3.74 4.74

V[δ]π [0.80] 1.80 [0.80] 1.80 1.40 1.40 0.50 0.50 0.83 0.83

aScaling of 92% to atomic value as determined from EPR measurements1.
bScaling of 116% to atomic value as determined from temperature dependent X-ray absorption mea-

surements2.

8
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Table S3: CASSCF AILFT deduced Li2(Li1−xTMx)N

ground-state (3dn) multiplet parameters, excited-state

(3dn+1) values scaled to 80% Hartree-Fock deduced values

(See Table S2) with associated TM-N deduced bond lengths;

all values in eV unless stated otherwise.

Ni Co Fe Mn

F 2
dd 0.000 6.788 6.065 5.425

F 4
dd 0.000 3.644 4.101 3.627

ξ3d 0.071 0.054 0.041 0.030

Ds 0.0193 0.0171 0.0353 0.0319

Dt 0.1584 0.1671 0.1732 0.1973

TM-N (Å) 1.84792 1.81001 1.87371 1.87912

aExperimentally deduced from EXAFS measurements, Co3 and

Fe2.
bSCF energy minimised within the BP86 functional.

Table S4: Ground-state expectation values of the elec-

tronic occupation of 3d, 4s and ligand orbitals for

Li2(Li1−xTMx)N of the optimised charge-transfer ligand-

field multiplet parameters (Table S2).

Ni Co Fe Mn

⟨dz2⟩ 1.6151 1.6280 1.7742 1.6803〈
dx2−y2 , dxy

〉
3.9631 3.8425 2.9912 1.9988

⟨dxz, dyz⟩ 2.9042 1.9528 1.9676 1.9622

⟨3d⟩ 8.4823 7.4232 6.7330 5.6413

⟨4s⟩ 0.3931 0.3699 0.2244 0.3170

⟨L⟩ 0.1246 0.2068 0.0426 0.0417

9
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Table S5: Full-width half maximum, FWHM Lorentzian core-hole life time broadenings applied to

calculated L2,3-edge spectra. Gaussian FWHM consistent throughout all calculations of 0.25 eV.

All values in eV.

Cu Ni Co Fe Mn

Γ L3, L2 1.40, 1.85 0.55, 1.10 0.45, 1.00 0.35, 0.90 0.25, 0.80

10
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S.5 Grazing incidence XAS and XMCD

Figure S4: Grazing incidence, ki 70
◦ c, single crystal Li2(Li1−xTMx)N (where TM =Mn, Fe, Co and

Ni) XAS (a, d, g, j ) (σh), circular polarisation absorption (b, e, h, k) (σr and σl), and XMCD (c,

f, i, l) (σr - σl) spectra of experimental (black) and optimised charge-transfer ligand-field multiplet

calculations (colour) performed at 21K and 14T.
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S.6 Magnetisation and Zeeman Diagrams

Figure S5: Calculation of Zeeman diagrams for the Li2(Li1−xTMx)N series portraying the degen-

eracy of the ground-state manifolds upon application of a magnetic field. (—) H ∥ c and (—)

H ⊥ c. Labelling of ground- and excited-states as defined in Table 1.

Figure S6: Calculation of representative magnetisation dependencies of Li2(Li1−xTMx)N and com-

pared to experimental measurements4. (Top row) H ∥ c (Bottom row) H ⊥ c. Calculated magnetic

moments of optimised charge-transfer multiplet calculations scaled through the Landé g-factor.
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S.7 Charge-transfer energy differences dependence

Figure S7: Systematic exploration of the multi-configurational interaction energy difference, ∆

dependencies upon normal incidence (ki ∥ c) Ni L2,3-edge calculations. Optimised calculations in

bold linewidths (Figure 7j). Fixed optimised overlap, V of all calculations (as stated in Table S2)

with exploration of (a)
∣∣3d84s〉, (b) ∣∣3d8L−

δ

〉
and (c)

∣∣3d8L−
π

〉
configuration interactions investigated

with calculated expectation values of the metal 4s or ligand orbitals.
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Chapter 4

Direct access to 3d-4s orbital

excitations and single-ion

magnetisation dynamics with

high-energy resolution RIXS

Direct measurement of single-ion magnetic anisotropy has yet to be achieved by

RIXS, and with Li2(Li1−xFex)N exhibiting an energy barrier approaching the spectral

resolution limit of the I21 emission spectrometer, pursuit of single-ion magnetisation

dynamics was proposed to be undertaken. While magnetic dynamics could not be ex-

perimentally resolved, low energy 3d-4s excitations were discovered. These 2p3d Fe
L3-edge results provide the first evidence of bands of 2p → 3dz24s hybridised exci-
tations observed through this technique with magnetisation dynamics approaching the

limit of being resolved. These results were verified through multiplet and ab initio cal-

culations. Upon the formation of an accurate multiplet description of Li2(Li1−xFex)N

the study also identifies a characteristic q-dependence in zero-field splitting excitations.

The q-dependence differ for ∆MJ ± 7/2 → ±5/2 versus ±7/2 → ±3/2 and are
further proposed as a means to accurately probe the structure of eigenstates that define

SIM magnetisation dynamics.
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Single-ion magnets (SIMs) exhibit bi-stability of magnetisation due to an effective anisotropic
barrier to the reversal of their magnetic moment, giving rise to a magnetic coercivity below a
blocking temperature. Linearly coordinated transition metal complexes have gained significant in-
terest in displaying giant magnetic anisotropy barriers due to first order spin-orbit coupled ground
states resulting from pronounced 3dz2 -4s orbital hybridisation. This study reports the quantifica-
tion of the first single crystal, monovalent Fe L3-edge RIXS measurements on an exceptional SIM,
Li2(Li1−xFex)N. The measurements enable direct measurement of 3dz2 -4s spin excitations, present
due to the admixture of Fe 3dz2 character into unoccupied Fe 4s orbitals. The observed excita-
tions are analysed using multiplet theory with inclusion of 3dz2 -4s orbital hybridisation via a single
impurity Anderson model. Additionally, it is revealed how 2p3d RIXS can be applied to directly
probe single-ion magnetisation dynamics. It is shown that momentum transfer dependence of these
excitations are sensitive to the structure of eigenstates that define SIM magnetisation dynamics.

I. INTRODUCTION

As advancements in the chemical synthesis of molecu-
lar systems drive towards ever increasingly sophisticated
electronic and magnetic properties, there exists a neces-
sity for experimental quantification to keep step; the ap-
plication of 2p3d L3-edge RIXS exists at this forefront as
a compelling technique to comprehensively quantify the
electronic structure and magnetism of nanoscale struc-
tures.

Fe dopants within Li2(Li1−xFex)N are linearly coor-
dinated, monovalent (3d7) sites which exist as one of a
growing number of low coordinate transition metal (TM)
complexes which exhibit exceptional bi-stability of mag-
netism and magnetic remanence with a prospective ap-
plication as a rare-earth alternative —. Furthermore, at
low Fe doping concentrations Li2(Li1−xFex)N has been
shown to act as a single ion magnet (SIM) with potential
applications in domains including nanoscale information
storage [1], quantum computation [2] and magnetic field
sensing [3]. Fe doped lithium nitride exhibits amongst
the largest barrier to magnetisation reversal largest of
any TM-SIM, Ueff = 34.8±3.31 meV [4–6] and mag-
netic relaxation times approaching those of the high-
est performing Ln-SIMs, with τ being of the order of
∼104 s [5]. The extended solid-state system of Li3N as
a dopant matrix achieves remarkable alternating mag-
netic anisotropic properties for a series of monovalent
TM ions, Mn through to Ni [7, 8]. It provides an alterna-
tive approach to maximising SIM properties [9] currently
steered by coordination chemistry approaches.

∗ michael.baker@manchester.ac.uk

Symmetry permitted mixing of the ds-orbitals facil-
itates the reordering of the 3d ligand field, resulting in
first-order spin-orbit coupling that approaches the atomic
limit of various TM ions [10–12]. The influence of ds mix-
ing on electronic structure has relied predominantly on
theoretical approaches. There currently exists limited ex-
perimental methods shown to exhibit a direct sensitivity
to ds mixing. Previous X-ray spectroscopic investiga-
tions of the dopant Li2(Li1−xTMx)N system, where TM
= Mn through to Cu, provided substantial evidence of
significant orbital and ligand hybridisation [8]. However,
it was shown that the presence of multiplet excitations
for Fe(I), 3d7 mask spectral features relating to ds mix-
ing. Thus, this study turns to the high-resolution 2p3d
RIXS to identify the methods sensitivity to ds mixing
and quantify these effect in Li2(Li1−xFex)N .

This letter presents a comprehensive quantification of
single crystal L3-edge 2p3d RIXS of Li2(Li1−xFex)N, pro-
viding the first experimental evidence of low-lying 3dz2 -
4s excitations through this technique. An Anderson im-
purity model is applied to interpret and reproduce the
experimental measurements. This study further high-
lights the capacity 2p3d RIXS and multiplet calculations
in unravelling sophisticated orbital hybridisations. RIXS
is shown to provide unprecedented insight into sd hy-
bridisation, which can undoubtedly be further employed
for a myriad of current and future molecular systems.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
L3-EDGE RIXS MEASUREMENTS

High energy resolution Fe L3-edge 2p3d resonant in-
elastic X-ray scattering (RIXS) measurements were per-
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formed on the I21-RIXS spectrometer at Diamond Light
Source, UK [13]. Single crystals of Li2(Li1−xFex)N were
prepared as previously reported [14] to a nominal con-
centration of x = 0.01. Li2(Li1−xFex)N crystallises
as a hexagonal lattice of Li2N layers alternating with
Li1−xFex planes perpendicular to the crystallographic c
axis. Dopant Fe site substitution replaces a Li-1b Wyck-
off position ion, Figure 1c. Single crystals were mounted
stipulating crystallographic c axis (magnetic easy-axis)
to be oriented parallel ki within an Argon atmosphere
with Torr Seal onto a copper sample holder. Cleaving
posts were mounted and removed within an ultra-high
vacuum (< 10−8 mbar), revealing a fresh surface. Oxy-
gen K-edge X-ray absorption measurements confirmed no
surface oxidation. Measurements were performed with
linear horizontal (σ) polarisation. Linear vertical (π) po-
larisation confirmed as rotational invariant with respect
to ki incidences. RIXS measurements were conducted for
incident energies ranging from 709 - 715 eV in steps of
200 meV with energy transfer ranging from -0.5 to 6 eV
in 6.5 meV step sizes. Measurements were performed at
11 K and 300 K with a fixed 2θ scattering angle of 150◦.
Normal (ki ‖ c) and grazing (ki 70◦c) incidences relative
to the surface normal of the crystals were performed,
Figure 1e. Energy calibration was conducted with re-
spect to elastic scattering from a carbon tape reference.
Fine energy adjustments through Gaussian fitting were
performed within DAWN [15]. RIXS simulations per-
formed include charge-transfer ligand-field multiplet and
CASSCF calculations. Complete descriptions of the com-
putational details are provided within the Supplementary
Information.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1a compares the Fe L3-edge total-fluorescence
yield detected X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS)
spectra with the integrated energy transfer Fe L3-edge
RIXS. 2p3d RIXS provides access to dd and charge-
transfer excitations through dipole allowed transitions
[16] (2p63dn → 2p53dn+1 excitation, 2p53dn+1 → 2p63dn

relaxation) and Figure 1b shows the measured L3-edge
RIXS surface plot of Li2(Li1−xFex)N at 11 K and normal
incidence, ki ‖ c. The RIXS maps clearly shows how
spectral contributions can be observed that are inacces-
sible with L3-edge XAS.

Li2(Li1−xFex)N exhibits extremely rich spectral fea-
tures over the L3-edge extending up to 3.5 eV energy
transfer. Previous studies of 3d7 ions (Co(II)) L3-edge
RIXS indicate that ligand field multiplet excitations ex-
ist at an energy transfer of approximately 0-2 eV [17], and
charge-transfer excitations to energies in excess of 2.5 eV
[18, 19]. As demonstrated by Hunault et al. [20], ligand
field diagrams provide a useful insight for the interpreta-
tion of RIXS, enabling the quantification of ligand-field
multiplet excitations. Figure 2 presents a series of ligand-
field diagrams where the effects of ligand-field strength

and electron-electron repulsion are systematically varied
within a reasonable range. Ligand field diagrams are
shown with comparison to the integrated incident energy
Fe L3-edge RIXS, Figure 2e. The magnitude and sign of
ligand field parameters Dt and Ds dictate the orbital de-
generacy and energy splittings of the 3d-orbitals within a
D∞h point-group symmetry. The sign of Dt is required
to be positive for the system to exhibit the previously es-
tablished Fe(I) 4E ground-state for Li2(Li1−xFex)N [6].
The sensitivity of Ds and Racah B and C facilitates tun-
ing of multiplet effects. Ligand-field multiplet theory was
previously applied to simulate the fluorescence detected
L2,3-edge X-ray absorption spectra of Li2(Li1−xFex)N
[6]. The ligand-field splitting and Racah parameters ob-
tained, (vertical dashed lines of Figure 2) identified the
ground-state (4E) is energetically well-isolated from ex-
cited states, Figure 2. Spin-orbit coupling is excluded
from the ligand-field diagrams for clarity. The effect of
which is shown in the integrated simulation of the RIXS,
where a subtle but significant difference is observed, Fig-
ure 2e. The sensitivity to spin-orbit coupling originates
from thermal de-population of the four Kramers doublets
(4D7/2), with increased spin-orbit coupling. Thus, an
accurate Boltzmann thermal population of a first-order
spin-orbit coupled ground-state and fine structure fea-
tures at 11 K is required. The ligand-field diagrams show
that the experimentally observed 0.25 eV excitation can-
not be accounted for with ligand field theory since it is
too high in energy to originate from spin-orbit coupling
and too low in energy to manifest from excitations of
ligand-field multiplets.

Previous studies of Li2(Li1−xTMx)N, through X-ray
absorption spectroscopy and X-ray magnetic circular
dichroism, developed knowledge and trends of orbital
hybridisation within this series [8]. Results indicated
that L2,3-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy has a sen-
sitivity to 3d-4s orbital hybridisation. However, for
Li2(Li1−xFex)N 3d-4s satellites count not be identified
due to overlapping multiplet excitations Huzan et al.. It
is therefore proposed that the uncharacterised low en-
ergy excitation at 0.25 eV is a 3d intensity enhanced 4s
excitation. To test this theory we construct and inves-
tigate a three configuration interaction |ψi〉 = α

∣∣3d7〉 +

β
∣∣3d64s

〉
+ γ

∣∣3d6L−〉 with prefactor coefficients, (α2 +

β2 + γ2 = 1) as described through charge transfer ligand
field multiplet principles [21] to comprehensively evalu-
ate if the 0.25 eV excitation is consistent with being as-
signed as a 3dz2 enhanced 4s excitation (full description
provided within the Supplementary Information). Fig-
ure 3a and b show energy level dependencies of pure 3d
and hybridised 3dz24s excitations respectively. Through
tuning of 3d-4s orbital overlap, V4s and corresponding
energy separation, ∆4sa low-lying band of hybridised
3dz24s sextet excitations is found consistent with the ex-
perimentally measured 0.25 eV excitation. This excita-
tion is composed of two sets of dominant excited-states
that are not fully resolved experimentally; an orbitally
quenched S = 5/2 and orbitally unquenched (S = 5/2,
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FIG. 1. a) Comparison of L3-edge integrated energy transfer RIXS (black) and previously measured Li2(Li1−xFex)N FY-XAS
(red) [Ref]. b) Fe L3-edge RIXS map of Li2(Li1−xFex)N with incident X-ray vector, ki ‖ c performed at 11 K with a nominal
concentration of 1%. c) Extended solid-state view of Li2(Li1−xFex)N illustrating Fe dopant substitution with an α-Li3N matrix
at the 1b Wyckoff position. d) Schematic of the 2-step scattering processes of 2p3d RIXS, illustrating the incident (→), and
emission (→) energies with corresponding ground (ψi), intermediate (ψm), and final (ψf ) state wavefunctions of a hybridised
3d-4s system. α2 + β2 = 1 and defined through a charge transfer ligand field multiplet description within the Supplementary
Information. e) Sketch of the normal incidence (ki ‖ c) experimental geometry with incident (ki) and emission (kf ) vectors
and corresponding linear horizontal (σ) and vertical (π) polarisations.

FIG. 2. Energy level dependencies of ligand field theory deduced Fe(I) as a function of crystal field parameters Dt (a), Ds (b)
and Racah parameters B (c) and C (d) of D∞h symmetry. Colour labelling to spectroscopic term symbols with representative
colour gradient indicative of relative expected d-orbital occupation (Darker gradients representative of electron occupations
fractionally disparate from assumed spectroscopic term symbol). e) Comparison of experimental to calculated Fe L3-edge
integrated incident energy RIXS isolating excitation features to energy level diagrams, performed at 11 K and ki ‖ c. Dashed
vertical lines represent previously deduced ligand field parameters of Li2(Li1−xFex)N from X-ray absorption measurements [Ref
Huzan].

L = 2) J = 9/2 states. Further, 3d-4s excitations at
higher energy consist of quartet and doublet spin states
which nestle within the dd excitations. Figure 3c com-
pares integrated incident energy Fe L3-edge RIXS of the

optimised Anderson impurity model to experiment.

Figure 4 compares optimised charge-transfer ligand
field multiplet calculations with experimentally measured
Fe L3-edge RIXS. This model replicates the rich spectral
features observed. Further comparisons of theory to ex-
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FIG. 3. Energy level dependencies of charge transfer ligand
field multiplet modelled Li2(Li1−xFex)N as a function of 3d-4s
orbital overlap, V4s. Spectroscopic term symbol labelling of
3d7 states consistent with Figure 2 and b) isolation of excited-
state 3d64s character with corresponding atomic multiplicity.
c) Comparison of experimental to optimised charge-transfer
multiplet deduced Fe(I) of integrated incident energy Fe-L3

RIXS.

FIG. 4. Fe L3-edge RIXS contour plots of Li2(Li1−xFex)N
with incident X-ray vector, ki ‖ c, performed at 11 K, with
a nominal concentration of 1%. Comparison of experimental
(a, c) to simulated (b, d) highlighting the low energy (a, b)
and respective dd multiplet excitations (c, d).

perimental measurements are supplied within the supple-
mentary information, demonstrating the model’s success
in also reproducing grazing incidence and 300 K measure-
ments.

A. Experimentally approaching measurement of
magnetic anisotropy

Direct measurement of TM single ion magnetisation
dynamics via RIXS are yet to be reported. How-
ever, as complexes with increasingly large magnetic
anisotropy barriers are synthesised, coupled with the
increasing experimental resolution at fourth-generation
synchrotrons [13], this breakthrough is within reach. For
Li2(Li1−xFex)N the 4D7/2 ground-state splits into four
doublets, MJ = ±7/2,±5/2,±3/2 and ±1/2 manifest-
ing from an unquenched first-order spin-orbit coupled
ground-state, Figure 5a. Previous [22], (and current) ab
initio and charge-transfer multiplet calculations, in com-
bination with experimentally determined magnetic relax-
ation [4, 5] and temperature-dependent X-ray absorption
measurements [6] predict the first spin-orbit coupling ex-
cited state (MJ = ±5/2) at 34.8±3.31 meV; a value ap-
proaching the experimental resolution of I21 [13]. While
direct experimental quantification of these excitations
were not conclusively observed (Figure 5c), Figures 5d
and e present charge-transfer ligand-field multiplet and
CASSCF results of RIXS contour plots with significantly
reduced line width. The simulated RIXS maps show two
spin-orbit coupled excitations within the ground-state
manifold, Peak I (MJ = ±7/2 → ±5/2) and Peak II
(MJ = ±7/2 → ±3/2). These calculations predict the
evidence of RIXS transition selection rules extending to
∆MJ = ±2 for a TM ion within a single-ion magnet
with signs of experimentally measuring these excitations
being within reach. Furthermore, exploring momentum
transfer dependencies (q) of these excited state features,
Peak I and II, Figure 5b show that they have opposing q
dependence.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

High-resolution Fe L3 RIXS identifies the presence of a
low-lying band of 3dz2-4s excitations present due to sig-
nificant ds-orbital hybridisation within Li2(Li1−xFex)N.
The orbital hybridisation is correlated to facilitating first-
order spin-orbit coupling of the monovalent Fe ion, driv-
ing its high-performance magnetic properties. Quantifi-
cation through charge-transfer ligand field multiplet cal-
culations provides experimental verification of these exci-
tations, which were previously limited to theoretical tech-
niques.

Energy barriers to magnetisation reversal within high-
performance SIMs are within reach and are approach-
ing the experimental resolution of the new generation of
RIXS spectrometers; previously only accessible with in-
elastic neutron scattering measurements [23]. Further
experimental advantages of RIXS to that of INS ex-
tends to the accessibility of spin selection rules extend-
ing to ∆MJ = ±1,±2 for a first-order spin-orbit coupled
ground-state [24–26]. Predicted for Li2(Li1−xFex)N is a
q-dependence of these excitations opens additional exper-
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FIG. 5. a) Calculated MJ splitting of the ground-state
J = 7/2 manifold from charge transfer ligand field multiplet
( ) and CASSCF ( ) calculations. b) Momentum trans-
fer dependence of anisotropic excitations with q ‖ c rotating
through to the crystallographic a-b plane. A dashed horizon-
tal line within d represents the selected incident energy of the
explored excited MJ state momentum transfer dependencies.
Comparison of anisotropic limit of experimental (c), charge
transfer ligand field multiplet (d) and CASSCF (e) calcula-
tions. Labelling of Peak I and II corresponding to excitation
of ground-state MJ = ±7/2 to ±5/2 and ±3/2 respectively.

imental avenues to pursue the identification of ground-
and excited-state eigenfunctions, which define magneti-
sation dynamics.
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S.1 Computational Details

Charge-transfer (Anderson impurity) ligand-field multiplet calculations of the Fe L3-edge RIXS

results were performed using the quantum many-body scripting language, Quanty1. Input files

for the simulation of RIXS were adapted from templates generated in Crispy2. Atomic multi-

plet effects are described through Slater-Condon-Shortley integrals, F k
pp, F

k
pd (Coulomb) and Gk

pd

(exchange); an 80% reduction is applied to the Hartree-Fock calculations resulting from the over-

estimation of electron-electron repulsion found for the free ion. Relativistic effects resulting from 3d

spin-orbit coupling were previously determined through temperature-dependent X-ray absorption

spectroscopy measurements3, resulting in ξ3d = 0.052 and 0.068 eV for the initial and intermediate

states respectively. Li3N exhibits a D6h point group symmetry resulting in a ligand field model

characterising the orbital degeneracy through Dq, Ds and Dt parameters. The local linear sym-

metry of the Fe atom is characterised by a D∞h point group and has an equivalence with D6h

when Dq = 0. This stipulates a d-orbital degeneracy and energy splittings of an A1g(dz2) singlet,

and two E doublets, E1g(dxy, dyz) and E2g(dx2−y2 , dxy). Orbital covalency as previously deduced

for this series of linear transition metal dopants of Li2(Li1−xTMx)N (where TM = Mn through

to Cu) characterises an appreciable π-bonding donation mixing the degenerate E1g(dxy,dyz) or-

bitals into unoccupied N 2p. The magnitude of hybridisation is quantified through an energy

separation, ∆E1g and covalency overlap, VE1g of the 3d and ligand states. 4s hybridisation within

linear TM complexes is known to destabilise σ-donation 3dσ orbital character and reduce the 3dz2

orbital energy. The strength of ds orbital hybridisation is introduced through an energy separa-

tion ∆4s, orbital overlap parameter V4s. Additionally, further exchange Slater-Condon-Shortley

integrals are included in the ground, G2
ds and excited states, G1

ps, G
2
ds. Multiplet calculations of

ground and excited state configurations are considered as a linear combination of
∣∣3d7〉 , ∣∣3d64s〉

and
∣∣3d6L−〉, where L− represents an additional ligand electron of metal character (metal-ligand

charge transfer, MLCT). Gaussian broadening due to instrumental resolution was fixed at 25meV

full-width half-maximum (FWHM), calculated from the fitting of the elastic line of scattering off

carbon tape. Core-hole lifetime broadenings of intermediate and final states was applied through

a Lorentzian convolution of Γi=350meV and Γt=20meV FWHM over the incident and transfer

energy domains respectively. Transfer energy resolution is applied to match spectral features of

the experimental data. RIXS spectra were collected without polarisation analysis, stipulating the

3
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calculated scattered photon transitions to include contributions of both σ and π.

Table S1: Ground (GS, 3dn) and excited-state (ES,

2p53dn−1) charge transfer multiplet parameters of optimised

Li2(Li1−xFex)N L3-edge RIXS calculations; all values in eV.

GS ES

F 2
dd 7.8088 8.4976

F 4
dd 4.8136 5.2472

F 2
pd 4.9136

G1
pd 3.5704

G3
pd 2.0296

G2
ds 0.9768 0.8569

G1
ps 0.1440

ξ2p 8.530

ξ3d 0.052 0.068

Ds -0.230 -0.230

Dt 0.174 0.174

∆4s 0.65 0.65

V4s 1.90 1.90

∆L 3.10 4.10

VL 1.00 1.00

4
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S.2 Fe L3-edge Temperature and Angular dependence RIXS

Li2(Li1−xFex)N is known to exhibit significant angular and temperature dependencies of spectral

features through previous L2,3-edge X-ray absorption and X-ray magnetic circular dichroism stud-

ies3. Figure S1a and S2a present grazing and room-temperature (nominal concentration of x = 0.1)

L3-RIXS contour plots with further comparison of the optimised charge-transfer multiplet calcu-

lations within these experimental conditions. As within the main body of this publication, the

calculation replicates the spectral features of these experimental conditions. Comparison plots are

further presented to the 11K normal incidence as difference contour plot, Figure S1d, f (normal,

ki ∥ c - grazing, ki 70
◦c incidence) and S2b, d (300K - 11K), this highlights the spectral variation

RIXS exhibits upon various experimental conditions.

5
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Figure S1: a) Grazing Fe L3-edge RIXS plane of Li2(Li1−xFex)N with incident X-ray vector, ki

70◦c performed at 11K with a nominal concentration of 1%. Comparison of experimental (b, d, f)

to simulated (c, e, g) RIXS contour plots. Difference contour plots (normal, ki ∥ c - grazing, ki

70◦c incidence) dd multiplet (d, e) and charge transfer (f, g) excitation regions.

6
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Figure S2: a) Room temperature Fe L3-edge RIXS plane of Li2(Li1−xFex)N with incident X-ray

vector, ki ∥ c performed at 300K with a nominal concentration of 10%. Comparison of experimental

(b, d) to simulated (c, e) RIXS contour plots. Difference contour plots (300K - 11K) dd multiplet

(b, c) and charge transfer (d, e) excitation regions.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Outlook

Since the discovery ofMn12 [2],molecular magnetism has branchedmany scientific

disciplines exploring all corners of the periodic table. Propelled by the direction of the

ever-growing developments within computational quantum chemistry techniques and

momentous advancements in chemical synthesis with the field, these collective efforts

continue to drive higher the operational temperatures and longer relaxation times of

single-ion and molecular magnets.

For several decades, harnessing open-shell single ion systems displaying a bi-

stability of magnetism has driven considerable interdisciplinary efforts in the contin-

ued pursuit in the miniaturisation of magnetic information storage. Li2(Li1−xFex)N

exists as a novel, solid-state dopant system which facilitates remarkable single-ion

properties alternative to the vast majority of efforts steered by coordination chem-

istry approaches. Li2(Li1−xFex)N compares favourably to the highest performing

transition metal and lanthanide single-ion magnets. The outset of this thesis aimed

to quantify the underlying electronic structure contributions to the giant single-ion

magnetic anisotropy in Li2(Li1−xFex)N via a broad range of core-level spectroscopic

techniques. Uniquely, this system has demonstrated no signatures of radiolysis through

X-raymeasurements, facilitating numerous intensive single-crystal spectroscopic stud-

ies, ranging from the soft to hard X-ray regimes. As a dopant material, experimental

measurements utilising laboratory equipment prohibits accurate quantification. Thus,

element sensitivity of synchrotron X-ray radiation techniques are applied to unravel

the electronic and magnetic properties. The vast majority of the experimental tech-

niques used within the thesis are seminal to the study of monovalent linear transition

metal complexes. The spectra obtained are rich, demonstrating the substantial amount

of information that can be deduced. Dopant sites within Li3N are found to be linearly

coordinated with considerable δ and π bonding contributions. This provides a pocket

ofD∞h linearity that is proposed to suppress vibronic effects with respect to other lin-

ear SIMs. Applications of single-ions exhibiting large magnetic anisotropic has been

discussed in great depth through many comprehensive studies [86–88]. However, the
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fundamental quantification of these materials and the unravelling of orbital hybridisa-

tion is what drove the imminent understanding of Li2(Li1−xTMx)N; complementary

to this is an aspiration to provide insights that inform the synthesis of new SIMs with

superior magnetic properties.

This thesis has made extensive use of angular-dependent single-crystal X-ray ab-

sorption spectroscopy measurements that enable assignment of orbital transitions, as

an extra dimension of quantification where powder measurements would fall short.

The versatility that semi-empirical multiplet calculations provide in conjunction with

ab initio calculations has provided insurmountable evidence of strong orbital hy-

bridisation in Li2(Li1−xTMx)N, which previously has not been conclusively inves-

tigated. Through comprehensive exploration of parameter spaces, a multiplet de-

scription of 3d-4s orbital hybridisation and metal-to-ligand charge-transfer for the
Li2(Li1−xTMx)N series where TM =Mn, Fe, Co and Ni is provided. Linear transition

metal complexes are quickly becoming synonymous with facilitating large magnetic

anisotropies resulting from strong 3d-4s hybridisation. The substantial s-admixture
exhibited for the series of TM doped complexes, Li2(Li1−xTMx)N, is further corrob-

orated through TD-DFT and CASSCF calculations. Periodic trends are explored, and

avenues for further scientific directions are opened for the identification and pursuit

of alternative solid-state lattice systems.

There exists a symbiotic relationship between theoretical and experimental tech-

niques. As theory advances, there exists a desire for experimental proof. While at the

same time, experimental observations of the unknown turn to theory for answers. Like

the causality dilemma of the chicken and the egg, the concern is not where it began;

instead, the pursuit of answers is what drives the self-perpetuating cycle of science,

and this story of TM doped Li3N does not conclude with the submission of this thesis;

instead, it simply opens more doors for further studies.

Comprehension of spin-phonon coupling has widespread implications within

molecular magnetism and beyond, and the understanding of thesemodes within a solid-

state regime is of great scientific interest [170, 171]. Nuclear resonant vibrational

spectroscopy (NRVS) [172, 173] is yet another synchrotron-based spectroscopic tech-

nique to be undertaken on Li2(Li1−xFex)N. 57Fe exists as a particularly favourable

isotope upon which this vibrational technique can be performed upon. Analogous

to Raman spectroscopy, NRVS provides a complete description of the vibrational

modes of Mössbauer-active nuclei [174], with the added benefit of revealing both IR

and Raman-active modes containing 57Fe-motion [175]. Measurements have already

been performed at the ID18 beamline at ESRF, France [176], of several doping con-
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centrations, x, in addition to a doubly TM doped system, Li2(Li1−x−yFexCuy)N. The

former aims to investigate the concentration dependencies of vibrational modes, while

the latter proposes to investigate the influence of a diamagnetic dopant ion, Cu(I) d10

in an attempt to probe the solid-state lattice density dependencies and the prospect of

tuning spin-phonon coupling modes through modulation of host lattice density. Inter-

preting these results will demand sophisticated theoretical methods to understand the

spin-phonon coupling modes comprehensively.

To complement the interpretation of spin-phonon coupling within Li2(Li1−xFex)N

the pursuit of electronic structure manifesting from bond-length contraction is pro-

posed to be explored. K-edge X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) mea-

surements performed in Chapter 2 present clear sensitivity to the ligand-field degener-

acy of the 4px,y orbitals. Consequently, pressure dependent K-edge XANESmeasure-

ments were proposed and have been performed at the I20-EDE beamline, Diamond

Light Source, UK [177]. Spectroscopic elucidation of N-Fe-N bond length shortening

through single crystal and powder diamond anvil cell pressure dependencies and the

tracking of energy lowering/raising of the respective 4p orbitals was investigated. In
light of these prospective results, K-edge X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD)

measurements will hopefully be proposed to correlate to a magnetic interpretation di-

rectly.
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